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SINOER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line, Sll,ghtly used but still undc_r warranty.
(\utomatlc bobbin winder, has computerized buttonholer and docs hundreds or fancy ~titches,
Regularly $800, now $1 SO cash. 294-8755,
217
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Classified Advertising is located in
Marron Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or less
costs 15c a word per day; an ad placed
5 days or more consecutively costs 9c
·a word per day,
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EXPEDITION TENT - SIERRA DESIGNS,
''Glacier'' 2-pcrson snow & bock puck. 266,3108 after
7.
1/26
JAZZ SAXAPI-IONIST SUPREME Grover
Wa~hington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Pcb. I at 7:JO prn. T~ckets for this ASUNMPEC Prc!lcntation are avalloable at the SUD and
Popejoy Hall Bo'l Offices and at all Ticketmastcr
loc<UiOllS,
2/1
1972 BEETLE, REBUILT engine, fast, clean, $1650.
Dem1is, 296·6861 Rm, 211,
1/30
68 FORD TRUCK. Call aftcr8 pm, 865-6050.
1127

-::1N"'C:-::O::-M:-::E:-:1::-:.A-:cX:-:I:::,R:::E:::-PA-:cl::-tA:-:T::-:IO:=:Ncr-:fo-rn-"...,1""04"'0-,-A-,$""5,
1040$7.50. Lolllc 265-J 149,
1131
FASTTYPING266-3953.
2/14
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
llcginncn Welcome 266-9291.
1/31
TYPINO MA ~NGLISfl. Campu~ delivery. 296·
8564.
3/20
Ql\. TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and

ACCURATE INFORMATION

ABOUT con·
naccption, stcrHization, <lbOr\ion. Right to Choose,
294-{)171.
Z/15

49 CENTS, AMERICAN CIGARETTES: V. block
from UNM <H Pipe & Tobacco Rond, I078 Cornell
Sll, Open Mondny thru Saturday 9-(i,
1/27
JAZZ SAXAPIWNIST SUPREME Grover
Washington rctun1s to UNM's Popejoy Hull on
Wed,, Feb. I at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for this ASUNM/PEC Presentation are available at the SUU and
PopejOy Hall box offices and at all Ticketmastcr
locnt ions.
211
NOW ON SALE imported clgurcltcs from GreecePin Inn d-En g Iand- Fran ce-.Cu n ad a- E8Y Pt-1 ml i a·
tndoncsia-IJcru-Russias- Yugoslavia. Available at
Pipe& Tobacco Rd., l07D Cornell SE, !.1 block from
UNM,M-F9:30to6;00,Sai, IOio5,
1/27
FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A non·
academic introduction to the art of film making
tilught by a working filmaker. Call Gary Doberman
afternoons before Feb, 5, 266-0863
213
DESI'ARATELY WANTED, INTRODUCTION to
Mbdcrn Circuit Analysis by Calahan, Macnee,
McMahon-Holt, Rinehart, Winston publisher. If
intcrcS!cd in lomiiHg or .'iclling this book please
contact Dr. Koschmnnn at 277-3140 or Mabel Grey at
277-4924 213
WANTED SORORITII!S OR GIRLS clubs to have a
Queens way fashion :>how to earn cash for profit. Call
299-0655 for dctail!i,
1/27
AGURA SAYS: WELCOME back. Call us 211-3013
oc come by NW comer Meso Vi.~to Hall.
J /30
GONNA BOOGIE TONJTE? Ned's has Old Scratch
1/26
for dancing until2 am.
UFO SIGHTED OVER Albuquerque with markings
"NCC'-1701." Rcpons it will beam down one
hllmanokl a1 8 pm, F'cb. 6, to Popejoy Hall.
1126
CONCEPTIONS - SOUTHWEST- A new
publication of UNM's Creative Arts is now accepting
submhsions from !ieulpturc to poetry. For more
information call Leslie 299-4773 or Gayle 292·1323.
t fn
ATTENTION! ALL STAFF members of Conception-Southwest (formerly- the New Literary/Arts
Magazine), There is a vital meeting (the last one
before '\Ubmission deadline) on Thursday Jttn, 26,
7:30 pm Marron Hall Room 104. It is essential that
you auemll
1/26
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to share 3/bdrm
hon'ie. $85/mo. Judith 242-4166
1/26
NOTICE TO STUDENTS interested in enteri11g the
College of Nursing: The deadline for submission of
application i~ Feb. I, 1978. Cal1277-4224 for rurther
information or appointment with counselor.
1/31
NEED TO BORROW old High Times for semester.
Joe 256-0090
211
MARY, LET ME describe how lo get to the New
<.'arrnro's. It's 3 blocks cast or where it used io be, or
if you prefer, I block west of Girard. If you don't
know the numcs of the streets, walk across the athletic
fields by Johnson Gym to the tennis eourt.'i 1 turn
south and you'.ll be facing Vassar. It's right off
Ccnltal. And if you still can't find it juu walk or
dri'l:c around until you sec a giant tomato in the sky.
If you ~till can't rim! it, call them up and have 1hem
deliver. At least thai way you won't starve. Nick 1126
PASSPORT, !MIGRATION, J.D. Photos. Lowest
prkcs in town. fast. pleasing. Ca11265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard NE.
1127

2.

1967 PEUGEOT 404 STATION WAGON. AC,
radio, radio! tires, Ru11s, need~ some work. $450.7655726
1/31

cdltorlal

sy~tcm.

6.

HOUSING

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to share 3/bdrm
house. $8.5/mo . .Judith 242-416(1. ,
1/2.6
PERSON WANTED TO share two-bdrm house, SE,
$100 month plu§ utilities. Call Linda 345-2530,
1/31
cvcnings266-J358,

8.

GRADUATE STUDENT, PROFESSIONAL, share
be:mttful house. Furnished 3/bdrm. 6 mo. lease,
Walk to UNM. References. 255·7084
1/31
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rOoms,
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
1/26
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881
COMMUTING FEMALE NEEDS place three nights,
1/27
$50.00. Call collect fri-Sat, 983-1739
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Luxury home
I/31
ncar UNM, $120,266-4888
ROOMMATE. NEED TO share two bedroom mobile
home. NeiirCampus, Utilities paid, rurnishcd, washer,
dryer, swimming pool, $85/mo. 242-34 t I
I /27

CHEAP WATERllEDS! Water Trip.~ $R9.95 buys
you 1) dark walnUt .~tnincd frnmc, 2) ~arety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mamc.ss with 3-ycar
guamntce; $R9.95. 3407 Central NE. 255~22R9, 2/23
PHI 1\l.PHA THET/\ (Hi~torY Honomry Society)
will meet on Friday, Jan. 27 at 3:30 pm in History
Derartmcnt Lounge, Mesa Vl!-it<~ 1104.
1/27

'9.

TRAVEL

FOR SALE

I /31

a great

SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED to buttonhole, zig
l.Ug, pay $16.20 and take machine. 266-Sft71.
I /27
SONY TRINJTRON PLUS color TV full guarantee,
tal<c over payments of9.39 per month. 266-5872. 1/27

place

TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVEN browning clement,
memory temperature probe, 5 yr full warranty. Take
over payments of$8.17. 268-4393.
J/27

to eat!

PIONEER COMPLETE SYSTEM two 6-way
Pioneer speakers, ca<;scuc <tnd turntable, a good
bargain 7.81 per month. 268-4394.
1/27
KIRBY RED CLASSIC commercial model. 3 months
old, Must .sell cheap, 7.81 monthly, 266·5872.
1/27
20 USED PORTAULE TV'S, $30.00 to $60.00 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987
2/1

Free 35° drink
with this coupon
and purchase of
any sub

l.os·r UI.UE NOTEBOOK in the SUB. Please return
to c-andy c-ounter in SUB or Room I 05, Marron Hall.
1 fn

LOST SWEET ORA Y hlacl< dog. Female with pink
collar, medium size, short hair. UNM area, Rc\vard
842-8137
1/26

842-0300
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I.SAT-MCAT REVI[·_\V COURSES. Prepnrc Now.
TYPING. 11tQtiAI.IrY .. 883-7787.

1421 Central N.E.
l.'\\ l."

tfn
2/24

1. & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 Block.~ from campos.
Guitnr & pi<1110 taught by cxpcrict1ced ino;tructors inn
C(.lllifortble environn~enl. 247-R 158.
1/27
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ARRANUI R"

2 Blocks lVestOfOkie's

Cimhing in the Soviet Union
a slide lecture by Henry Barber
January 28 at 7:15P.M. in Sub Ballroom

.. soc admission
sponsored by

2421 San Pedro NE (505) 266-8113

I

We're looking for pilols. , , navigators, .. missilemen. :. engineers. , , math
majors ... people managers. , . doctors ... scientists.· .. joumal!sts ... and more.
And the Air Force ROTC program Is a great way to get into a job like one of these
which can help you improve your leadership ability and your professional compe·
tence.
. As a commissioned officer In the Air Force, yo1.:1 can be proud of the role you
play in your communlly and the contribullon you make to your co.untry's security.
You can know that you're doing a job of Importance. a job with responsibility.
ll1e Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you achieve these goals, As
an AFROTC cadet, you'll learn about leadership. management, and more. You'll
Jearn about benefits of being an officer later on, like an excellent salary, medical
and dental care, housing and food allowances. and 30 days of paid vacation each
year. You'll discover a whol~ new world open to you In the Air Force. And you can
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get there through AFROTC.
Look into It light away, You'll be glad you did.

l--ION- DE. C::,Rf:E

?..·fa7bS

HOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

---------------------------------------------

ttJ'7H EUR01 1 EAN CHARTERS nvait~blc. lTC 25568.\(l,

The grade point average (OPA) for all UNM undergraduate students
was lower last fall than Fall 1976, although the averages for freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and seniors were higher last fall, a recent University
study showed.
Catherine Furman, a statistician for the office or Admissions and
Records, said the reason for the lower undergraduate OPA last fall was
because of a significant decr~ase in the UPA of a larger group of un. dergraduates, the non-degree students.
The 14,610 .undergraduates of last fall had an average OPA of 2.4555
and the Fall 1976 undergraduates had an average OPA of 2.4798 for
14,905 students. Last fall's non-degree students had an average GPA of
2.6765 for 3052 students. The 3253 non-degree students of Fall1976 had an
average OPA of2.7124,
Freshmen class averages went up from 2.0536 for 3880 students in Fall
1976 to 2.0675 for4467 students last fall.
Sophomore class averages went up to 2.4628 for 4438 students last fall.
The OPA for Fall, 1976 was 2.4594 for 4722 students.
The junior class average was 2.7085 for 2769 students last fall. The GPA
for Fall 1976 was 2.6482 for 2682 students.
The senior clas~ average rose to 2.8810 last fall for 2702 students. For
Fall1976, the average'OPA was 2.8429 for3486 students.
In all categories and classes, women had a higher average GPA by
approximately two tenths of a point over men,
Robert Weaver, dean of Admissions and Records, said, "As I recall,
that is the experience in all schooling. Women are more mature in terms of
living up to their responsibility in academic work. There is some evidence
that men mature later. I think it is more of a matter of becoming motivated
and finding a goal.''

JUNIOR'S
:2..7085

MISCELLANEOUS

LOST & FOUND

Cnll Pt~Nl\·1 H42-5200.

I

EMPLOYMENT

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR macrame, modern
jau;, ballet, and yoga ..$3/hr. YWCA, 247-8841, ask
rorShcryl or Cathy.
1127
NEED BASS PLAYER h1tcrcstcd in working night
dub drc11it with Jazz/Rock band. For -infornuuion,
COlli Phil, 281-3940
1129
TUTORS NEEDED FOR Chem. Ill, 212; Biology
123, 2JH; Math 102, Nursing Pathology 240, Pharmm;ology 276. Call277-2507.
· 1/26
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Central SE, (across from
UNM). Delivery boys wanted, Apply in afternoon.
1127
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! Lower fees. No money down.
Special pay plan. Cnreermakers Employment
Agency. 205 Y2 Wellesley SE. 265-572~
1/30

CLOSE TO EVERYWHERE, spacious 2-bdrm,
Fcflccd yard, $120. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $JO fcc.
1127

3.SERVICES

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer

LIVE-IN A 'ITENDANT NEEDED for quadraplegic
student. 268-1697,
1/31

IJIKE TO CLASS, roomy 3-bdrm house. Fenced
yard, pets, $165. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc.
1127
EXCELLENT AREA, MINUTES to clasf;, carpeted
1-bdrm. $90, utilities paid. 262-1752, Valley Rentals,
$30 fcc.
1/27
FINALLY FURNISHED 4-RM home. Fenced yard,
bills paid, $135.262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
1/27

FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 am in·
coming N~ Heigh!~ bu~·lady'sglovc. Claim Rm. 105
Marron Hall.
tfn
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277 ·5907.
ss

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.

PART·TIME JOB ~RADUATE ~ludcnts only.
Aflcmoons atld evcnin~;ts. Mu~t be able to work
Friday :md Smurday nights, Must be 21 years old.
Apply in pcr~on, no phone calls plea~c. Save-Way
'Liquor Stores m 5704 l.omus NE, 5516 Mcnt1UI NE
l/27

tfn

268-8515.

LOST UACH STRAD trombonc-36D. Disappeared
from B120 Music Dept. on Jan. 20, arotlnd 5 pm. Ir
you ha\C informal ion contact Phil, 281-3940. Reward
offered
1/17
REWARD $50.00 LOST: One 18 week old female
brown ami tan doberman puppy (not AKC). Collar
and toig~. Crooked right rront leg. Named Maconya.
Hcanbrokcn owner. Stolen 111.5178. Call Teresa,
243-4689/277-5907
213
MITCHELL HALL 1120178, 11:00 a.m.! Blue
110tcbook. and English handbook were left under
de<ik. If found plca~e call Keven 831-4871
1/3 i
FOUND: GLOVE IN Marron Hall, 1st floor lady's
room. De\cribe and claim, room 105 Marron H'a\1.
1/31

SPEC: :ilt
C~":Jf-!!t1~G ;£&NJ,;~

Technical, general, legal, medical,

tublcs. 345·2125.
4129
'BABYSITTING MY HOME NE Heights, $1/hr.,
.45/meal, mininu.un$25/wk. 296-3405
1/31
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) ami
11oW 3-minute Pasr.pon Photos. No appointment,

S.

OLDTOWN

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

MUST SEI.I. EXCEPTIONAL paperback collection:
Sci-ti, poetry, art, philosophy, Hesse, Lawrer.Ce, etc.
Casscuc deck, ret:ords. 268·72.04
2/1

schol<~stk. Chart~&

4.

Undergrad G·PA
Dips in Fall '77

HAYA"f SHALOM
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

TDDAY'S CKDSSWDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Quiet as a
5 Urgency
10 B.C.'s
neighbor
14 Of 'planes
1 5 The opposition
1 6 - --- in one's

bonnet
1 7 Real estate
holders
19 Harsh criticism
20 Asian
snakes
21 Comes
through a
storm
23 Gait
25 John----:
British poet
26 Supporled
30 Optical
counterparts
34 Star: Prefix
35 Digits
37 Diversion
38 '77 Oakland
QB
39 The 100
and 200
meters
42 Winter lake
surface
43 German
river
45 McNally's
partner
46 Sharpened

48 Peaceful
50 Talented
ones
52 Small boys
54 Depression
55 "The-------":O'Neill
play
59 Charge wllh

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

words
11 Showing
skill
1 2 Dry up
13 Shuts in
1 8 Aquatic
DOWN
animals
22 Pro---:
1 Sp~rts :>hoe
Temporary
pro1eCt10n
24----- Burka:
2 Shakespearean
Skating
king
champ.
26 Travel
3 E. Ind.
buffalo: Var.
charges
4 Fashion
27 Kansas
designer
river
28 Young ox
5 Nautical ca29 Accomplishing
ble
6 Girl's name
31 Earns
32 Entertainer:
7 Menu item
8 Bushed
Informal
9 Wriler
33 Birdfood
10 Bathroom
36 Finished
item: 2
40 Comes
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Today is the last day to
add a class.

Friday, January 27, 1978

Purchase
Policies
Modified

C02

63 "Tom
Thumb"
composer
64 Rome's walerfront: 2
words
66 "Rio ----"
67 Jagged
68 Spanish title
69Scheme
70 Detecting
, system
71 Woolly
creatures

'

, before
41 Black eye:
Slang
44 Act of wilhdrawing
4 7 Beat
at'\Other
jockey
49 Refusal
51 Closer
53 Mr. Agnew
55 Dwell upon
56 Seed covering
57 In the diraclion of
58 Black: Poet.
60 Confess
61 Ribbon:
Comb. form
62 Important
times
65 Econ. Stab.
Admin.

By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
Under some pressure from the
federal government, UNM is
soliciting more business· from
minority businessmen.
The University is trying to increase the knowledge of minority
businessmen about UNM purchasing policies. It will not affect
UNM pruchasing decisions, said
UNM comptroller Carroll Lee. He
said state law still requires that
UNM accept the lowest bid on all
purchases.
Lee said, "The bigness of this
operation often scares minority
businessmen away. The way we've
set it up is so thatwe try to help
them through the maze and the red
tape."
He said that part of the incentive
for UNM to encourage minority
business was "all part of this big
hook-up. If we take federal dollars,
there are certain restrictions on us.
They threaten to withhold funds.
But we can't, under state law,
accept anything over the low bid."
Lee said the federal government
tries to make UNM conform to
some guidelines in relation to
minority business. He said the
threat from the government is more
implied than anything else.
Complete figures were not
available, but Don Larrichio,
director of purchasing, said that the
figures he had shown UNM did
$79,600 worth of business with
mirtority-owned firms in 1976 and
$196,300 worth in 1977. Larrichio
stressed . that the figures did not
include construction business and
work that had not been completed.
"We should have better figures
next year," he· said. "Our present
system is not adequate."
(cont. on page 6}
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.UNM's 'N,erve Center' is located on the third floor of Scholes Hall. Operators handle thousands of local calls daily.

LOBO pl\oto by Scou Co.ro.wo.y

UNM Operators Play Numbers
By SCOTT CARAWAY
LOBO Staff Writer
A lot of people at UNM don't even know that Scholes Hall has a third
floor. But up there in a tiny room is the nerve center of the University. In
that small room, four full time and two parttime operators handle several
thousand phone calls a day. A call comes in almost every second on one of
4800 different lines.
''We get approximately 160C W ATs line calls a day," said operator Mary
Ann Chavez, "and that.> not recalls, just registered calls. We get thousands
of local calls daily. When it snowed the other day we got hundreds of
callers asking if classes were canceled."
Like telephone operators everywhere, they have to put up with crank
calls."We get some drunks and we get a feW obscene calls," Mary Ann
said. "We get an obscene call every week or two."
Operator Eloisa Jaramillo said the best way to handle obscene callers is
to be friendly and not get upset. If you just agree with them, she said, they
"
.
get scared and hang up.
Mary Ann recalled one time a drunk called and said that when he dted he
wanted to leave his body to the medical school, but he wanted to be paid in
advance and ask her who he should talk to about pay. But when she told
him it was supposed to be a donation he said to forget it, he'd keep it.
Parttime operator Christine Hinto said the hardest time on this job is
when you're new. It takes a while to get used to the way different people

pronouce names. "One time we were looking up a number on a Joseph
Shampoo and it turned out we needed Champoux. Another was Buba Tree
for Bub Henry and once we searched for a Madman when we needed
Lad man,'' she said.
"When l was new here," Mary Ann said, "1 got a caller trying to
contact the Ti Ki Ki. l thought it was a fraternity but is it was a bar
downtown,''
"Sometimes we get people who are in trouble," sni~ Mary Ann." "We
never hang up on someone in trouble." Once a g11 t trying to commit
suicide called and Mary Ann kept her talking until the police could get
there.
One thing that makes their jobs harder. She said, is that people will
move or change offices without notifying them. "We spend a lot of time
looking, digging and asking around trying to locate someone. lf they
would just give us a call and let us know, it would help tremendously.''
"We say please, pardon and thank you a million times a day," said
Eloisa, "but I can count the number of thank you's I get. Most people are
rude. It really makes you feel good when someone does say thank you. It
makes you feel appreciated."
"Way up here on the third floor we seldom see anybody," Mary Ann
said. The operators know few people by face but know many by voice.
"Sometimes when we walk across the campus and we hear somebody
(cont. on page 7)
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Cockatoo Exercise
Gets Owner Cited
SALEM, ORE. (UPI)-Oregon
state police have cited a Corvallis
motorist for exercising ·a pet
cockatoo-on his car's stee(ing
wheel.
Salem troopers stopped a car
driven by Scott E. Bunnell, 26, on
Interstate 5· near Woodburn early
Sunday morning because the car
was mov.ing erratically. ·

Hoofers Return to Cheek-to-Cheek~

World News

Troopers said Bunnell was
allowing his pet co.ckatoo 'to walk
back and forth across the steering
wheel.
Police apparently hac! no trouble
coming up with a citation. They
ticketed Bunnell for driving while
"encumberecl," a citation usually
issued wwhen a child or an animal
is being held in a driver's lap.

By JANET HOELZEL
LOBO Staff Writer

·By liTip' 0 N.eal

"Maybe after ten years of
dancing ten feet apart, the younger
set are ready to get together, " said
Benjamin Lindsay, ballroom dance
instructor at UNM. His six
beginning dance classes at UNM
have an average of 50-60 students in
each, a number that stretches the
classroom quota.
·

Marston Called 'Animal·'

WASHINGTON
House
speaker Thomas · O'Neil today
called David Marston a VICious
"Republican political animal" and·
said the former U.S. Attorney in
Pniladelphia was only out to get
Democrats.
,..
O'Neil, who earlier defended
President Carter's decision to fire
Marston, today used suprisingly
strong language in a daily meeting
with reporters.

"He never should haw 11ad the that Schweiker let him go, "said
job. He is a Republican political O'Neil.
•animal," said O'Neil of Marston,
Some Democrats have joined a
who was administrative assistant to growing number of Republicans
Pennsylvania Republican Sen. critical of' Marston's firing.
( 'ONT ACT LENS SPECIAL ·
· New tint enhances ey.es
Richard Schweiker before being Republicans claimed it was because
appointed U.S. Attorney.
Call us for price
of Marston's successful prosecution
Because
the
cockatoo
wasn't
one
"He
went
in
there
with
of some Democratic office-holders
Casey Optical Co.
of the usual items known as
viciousness in his heart and for only in the past and the fact he repor( rlf'l~ door to Ca.wfj HI' 10/1 Dru~)
Lomas at Washington
"encumbrances," trappers just
one reason, to get Democrats. I tedly was currently investigating
. 255-8736
jotted the bird down as an "other."
wonder what kind of an AA two Democratic house members
(Administrative assistant) he was . From Pennsylvania.
But 0' Neil defended what he
called the system of replacing U.S.
Attorneys when political parties
~nventory
exchange control of the White
House.
"If I have any criticism of the
WASHINGTON HEW Secretary Joseph Califano said Thrusday· the way the President handled that case
federal government will pay for abortions for needy victims of rape or it's that he didn't fire Marston soon
incest if the attack is reported within 60 days.
enough. This is the way the system
The decision means a woman with low income may get a federally works. They know it when they go
funded abortion if she, a doctor or a member of her family signs a in there," said O'Neill today.
statement saying she was a victim of rape or incest and submits the
The house judiciary subdocument to a law enforcement agency or a government-backed p}lblic committee on administration,
health service.·
meantime, said today it will open
A woman need not sign art affidavit swearing she was attacked. And she hearings March 13 on whether the
is not required to identify her assailant.
method of hiring and firing U.S.
"We felt a victim of rape should not be· subject to a cross examination," Attorneys and Marshals should be
a HEW spokesman said.
changed as a result of the Marston
The decison was inc! uded in a set of regulations the Department of affair.
"The process by which the
Health, Education and Welfare adoped to implement the abortion law
passed by Congress late last year.
United
States Attorney
in
Congress decided the government should pay for abortions or other Philadelphia was recently removed
"medical procedures" designed to end pregnancy only if a woman's life is has seriously threatened public
endangered; if she is a victim of rape or incest and reports the attack confidence in the integrity of our
federal prosecutorial system," said
"promptly," or if two doctors decide her pregnancy would result in "long' lasting physical health damage."
subcommittee chairman Robert
Kastenmeier, D-Wis.
Since Congress did not define what it meant by a "promptly reported"
case of rape or incest. HEW - The agency that handles federal abortion
payments - interpreted the phrase to mean an attack reported within 60
days.
·
·
Califano, who personally opposes abortion, said he submitted the new
regulations to Attorney General Griffin Bell to make sure they "carry: out
the intent of Congress," and Bell concluded they were "reasonable 1u:ld ··
consistent" with the law.
A HEW spokesman said the new rules, which take effect in about 15
days, specify that "if a woman who is a victim of rape or incest reports the
incident to either a law enforcement agency or a public health service
within
60 days, federal funds are available for that abortion."
It has produced the .first Class G amplifier,
The spokesman said the victim is not required to report the incident
JERUSALEM (UP!) •· Israel
the only one that doubles its rated RMS
hersel~
·
Thursday that thanks to U.S.
said
power during musical peaks to prevent
. "It can be reported by a physician or a family member," he said, "And
mediation
it is near agreement with
distortion and clipping.
Jt must be reported by a signed statement."
Egypt on a "statement of prinA woman cannot qualify for a federal abortion payment, however, by
ciples" on Middle East peace and
reporting an attack to an abortion clinic or family planning agency. She
that Jordan's King Hussein might
must submit the report to either a law enforecemnet :Jgency or a governdecide to join the peace talks.
ment-backed public health service.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
predicted the adjourned military
committee talks in Cairo would
resume next week "if nothing
happens."
SR903 STEREO RECEIVER
In Cairo, Egypt's Prcsiden t
at 160 watts
Anwar Sadat also expressed opCOME IN AND CHECK OUT THE 400 WATT AMPLIFIER!
timism for renewing the talks and
first manufacturer of
cassette/
said his dramatic peace initiative
decks to engineer separate record and
had taken "Israel by surprise" and
(A
UNM
publication
of
the
Jewi;~h state simply needed time
playback heads into a single housing in
Compare this
to
"alter
its old concepts."
creative works and words)
order to eliminate azimuth and adjustment
remarkable
Sadat also said he was in constant
problems.
touch with President Carter "who
model D220
fully realizes ... the role the United
UNM students and staff interested in
deck for only
States should play in the establishsubmitting art and/or literature,
ment of peace."
95
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What is motivating college
students to get back into "the
swing" of ballroom dance? "It's
just a lot of fun, it's a good way to
get away from the regular doldrum
of the classes and just ·get into
something that's a lot of fun. It's a
lot harder than it looks, too," said
Mike Doughty, a senior in business .

Abortion Aid Hangs
On 60-Day Deadline

is

40«Vo
off
leather belts, bags, clothes,

"I think people are going back to
the old thing of wanting to touch "
said ~iane Helmick, a sophomo're
who 1s enrolled in intermediate
ballroom dance.
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Why choose an
obsolete close-out
Stereo WHEN YOU
CAN BUY THE NEW

I
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The New Leader in
Audio Technology

An assignment given to her
students each semester is a letter. In
t.his letter Howard asks them to tell
her how they feel about the class.
"It's surprising," she said, "more
than one-third of my students
admit they came into the class
feeling like a clutz. But at the end of
the semester they feel confident
enough to say 'I don't care
anymore if other people might
think I am a clutz I feel just fine out
there on the dance floor!''

Both Howard and Lindsay have
Lindsay said, "Ballroom dance is
incorporated such style in their
about many things; it is a physical · leaching that their classes are an
activity which enables one to
inspiration to visit. Lindsay is softacquire poise and coordination, its spoken and careful with his words.
supreme goal being enjoyment and
He commands the att~ntion of his
a type of non-verbal com- large classes in a controlled apmunication between a man and a
pealing manner. Once in a while he
woman that keeps one from
said, "all right; you did that well,
stepping on the other toes."
give 'yourself a hand." And the
"It's impossible to be worrying
whole class breaks out into apabout the baby sitter when you're
plause.

direct drive auto-return, strobe speed indicator,
70 db ·signal-to-noise ratio
Wow & Flutter 04% WRMS
w/base & dustcover

Albert Martinez and Lorraine Padilla do the."ranchera."

I

all for

tlw New Mexico DoUy Lob J is pub!Jshed
Monday through ·Ftldny <!very regular week
of the Univc~.sity year and weekly during the

for special arrangements or
further information call 277-5656

$14995
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Just east of Central & Girard,
near UNM
~

Mexico.

Also Lvery Friday night, club
president Lorrain~ Padilla gives an

DanCfl instructors Banjaman Lindsa•/andiE.~lftla;n~., ;·;~,ward.
up-to-date talk to club members
including announcements and such
valuable information as a definition·
of "formal." "That means the men
must wear tier the women, long
dresses, short dresses, nice pant
suits, well nothing tacky."

"Everybody's got to live
together, why can't we Jive
together?" are the lyrics from a
commonly played cha-cha record
used in ballroom. Is that a coincidence?

•SUNCLASSHD'OTS

There will be new ballroom
classes beginning mid-semester.
The dance club offers a number of
workshops and it is not too late to
enroll.

." Ray-Bans, Photo.c;hrome, .
C.r.adients; Mifio,s, or Polarized.
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Lomas at W'ashington 255-6329

At the
General Store

New Me;uco 87131, Subscription nite h:
$10.00 for the academic yeor,
The opinions exprt.sscd on the editorial
pages of The DaUy Lobo arc those of th4•
atJthor solely. Unsl~ncd opinion b that of tht'
editorial board of The Dally Lobo. Nothing
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There is also a ballroom dance
club which students can attend even
if they are not in a class. It meets on
Friday night in the SUB ballroom at
7:30. There. is instruction for
beginners every Friday at the
beginning of club. It costs only fifty
cents and new members are
welcome. If you don't dance there
are demonstrations by the member~
every Friclay night.
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Second cl~ postage paid at Albuquerque;

..t"'rlnted in 'fhc Oally Lt!bo neccssaril)
rt:.(J•cscuts the views of the University of New

Most beginning classes have a
higher enrollment of women than
men. The classes represent a fair
cross-section of students from all
departments of the university. They
wear uniforms, blue jeans, dresses,
hiking boots and little black dance
shoes.
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Deadline for submissions is
February 28, 1978

3011 Monte Vista NE·
255;-1694

381401
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The format of the classes is
similar. Lines are formed and your
partner turns out to be the person
who happens to be standing across
from you. Every one or two
minutes, you switch partners with
the person next in line. It is a fastpaced class with no time to be
bored.
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include name, address, and phone no.
No materia!' will be returned unless
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stamped envelope.
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·Clearance

CONCEPTIONS

HT 350 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE
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Howard is bubbling over and
constantly laughing. When the class
docs weli, she breaks into exuberant
cheers, followed by applause. ·

I

Mideast
Conference
To Resume

HITACHI

danci'ng, You just can't dahce and
worry or be angry at the same
time," said Ellen Howard who
teaches intermediate and advanced
dancing. Howard is especially
excited about the changes she has
seen in her students and in the
Ballroom Dance Club members
(which she sponsors) over the years.
The students seem to blossom with
self-confidence and congeniality,
she said.

For 'the best in clothing
and head supplies
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SUPER LOW PRICES UNTIL JANUARY 31st WHEN OUR
CLEARANCE SALE ENDS ..... DON'T MISS OUT!
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by Tim Gallagher
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No Readers
Perhaps the high level journalism courses emphasize the freedoms
guaranteed under the first amendment more than the lower level
courses. Or maybe it's because freedom of the. press has been under
attack in the courts a lot recently, but whatever the answer is, I've sure
been thinking about the press' freedom lately.
Not in the sense of what it does and doesn't allow tha media to
do,- no, that hasn't been the subject of my musings. My thinking has
beE:n more along the line of why do we need the damn thing anyway.
Nobody is reading news anymore.
The catalyst behind this thinking is a little test given to students in an
"Introduction to Mas.s Communications" class. The results were
disturbing.
OF 15 NAMES THAT ARE FAIRLY prominent in the American
media, the 120 students in the survey could average only 9.4 correct
answers-less than two-thirds of the names. Granted, some of the
names were less recognizable than others. You would expect that the
· vice president of the United States is more recognizable than the head
of the Federal Reserve Board. B.ut you would think that more than one
person would know who the provost of this University is.
What Is particularly discouraging is that persons who seemed to get a
lot more coverage from the electronic media (television in particular)
were more recognizable than those who get a lot of coverage in the
printed media. For instance, the third and fourth most recognizable
names on the survey were persons whose jobs deal directly with
television- newswoman Barabara Walters and television actress Cheryl
Lad d. Those who tend to get more coverage from newspapers, such as
congressman Harold Runnels and New Mexico Secretary of State
Ernestine Evans, were way down the list.
MANY WILL COUNTER THIS COLUMN by asking·, "Why do we
havl) to know who the secretary of state is anyway? How does it affect
our paily lives? It probably doesn't affect the lives of most people. But
it's better to know.
T_he history of man has been that the fall of the greatest civilizations
haS come about when the people were lazy and uninformed about their
governments. The most glorious times of man have been when the
masses were informed.
•
lt:s a sad time when people would rather be entertained by a boob
tuqe .than by stimulating their own minds. Ail English t'eacher remarked
to his class this week that one of the worst effects of felevision is that it
limits imagination. In "the good old days" of radio, all one heard were
voices and one had to supply all the scenery. Now, it's all there for us to
see.
PERHAPS A GOOD DEAL OF THE FAULT lies with the
newspapers themselves. Too often, news is presented in such a
manner that it is unreadable, difficult to follow, or just too dry. But
more often than not, I think the fault lies with the reader.
We have become a nation that doesn't like to read. I think you'll
agree that if the headline over this column had read, "Professor Rapes
Student," every reader would have devoured ea.ch and every word of it.
But most newspapers, with the exception of "The New York Post,"
"The National Enquirer" and some other sensationalized rags, tend to
stay away from sensationalized news that is long on reader interest, but
short on facts. As a result, circulation and readership suffers.
SOMEONE TOLD ME NOT LONG AGO that nine out of every ten
persons who rnove into new dwellings in Albuquerque, do not subscribe to either the Albuquerque Journal or The Albuquerque Tribune.
Those who don't,. probably get their news spoon-fed by 6 p.m.
newscasters and even broadcaster Dick Knipfing says he's not satisfied
with the news he gets from television. "We're page one," he said.
Tumbling college entrance test scores, declining reading levels in our
nation's schools, inability to recognize the second highest-ranking
official at your own school-these are the results of America's cold war
between its newspapers and news magazines and its people.
AS WITH MOST PROBLEMS, part of'the blame lies with each of
the parties. But in this case, another adversary enters the arena in the
form of that 19-inch screen that pulls Americans out of their papers and
into its inane ramblings from "Laverne and Shirley."
The youth of our nation is a youth that is largely uninformed and not
interested in the workings of their government. The founding fathers
and the colonists gave our government its power, and our press its
freedom. We retained the right to take that power and that freedom
away. There's probably not many people who know that. After all,
when was the last time you read the constitution?
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PIONEER PL-550
The first phase-locked
loop direct-drive turntable
·For less than $500 is
a lot less than $500.00.
New
high
technology
quartz phase-locked loop
circuitry insures speed
perfect within 0.003%.
Unique one-stripe strobe
pattern for easy speed
setting.
Rigid tubular
S-shape tone arm with
anti-skating device.
Sale Price $220.00
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Disputed

First George Gesner plummetted through the depths of yellow
journalism with his attack last week on the Popular Entertainment
Committee-an attack launched with ignorant verbosity, no facts, and
the lack of desire to get at the truth, which could have been accomplished by posing his questions to Wyatt Moore or any other PEC
member. Next his tacky (and tactless) typewriter was utilized to assess
"Diana Luppi and friend_s" with a singular lack of sensitivity or artistic
knowledge.
One might wonder, though, if these controversial columns became
'such because of mere differences of artistic opinion or stupidity and
utter lack of professional ability, as has been accused.
Gesner's latest column ("Art's Sake", Jan. 23) has proven conclusively, and with poor grammar, that the latter is the case. Now
George is telling us that television's situation comedies were "born" in
the conscious-raised '60s as a result of the desire to "capitalize
on ... national sensitivity "since" prejudices and stereotypes were being
looked at for what they were-society's crutches."
Somehow, I think Gesner's chronology and analysis are off. The
"flood of situation comedies hit the television screen," not during the
turbulent '60's, but about the same time as the parting of the Red
Sea- or so it seems by comparisons, as many of the sitcoms were
inspired by radio programs of the '30's and '40's and were on the tube'
when television became a nationwide medium in the late '40's a11d early

Gesn:r badly needs a lesson in art history (including television) as •
well as In art appreciation and journalism. If he doesn't get them sdon
then for Art's Sake, get someone else to write this column!
'
Damon P. Tobias

Edit~ikes Luppi Work
"Diana Luppi and Friends" (Art Building Gallery, Jan. 16-Feb. 17) is
the first women's art show to be sponsored by the UNM Art Department. Coming at a time when less than one per cent of the working
women .artists in the United States are represented in 'galleries, the
show is a particularly encouraging event. To me, the works presented
in "Diana Luppi and Friends" are skillful, thought provoking and often
humorous examples of art by and about women.
Kyle Fiore

1st Woman Mounted

Editor:
As a visiting artist on the studio arts faculty this semester, I was
delighted to see the new art building's gallery open with an historic
exhibition, the first show of women artists ever mounted at this
University. "Diana Luppi and Friends" is an unusually diverse,
professional and sensitive selection of works by women at the school
and in the area. The works can be discussed in terms of their formal
qualities and/or their content, much of which relates consciously to
women's experience.
. The LOBO:s reviewer did neither- he wrote a shockingly inept,
1gnorant, foolish article. It is a disgrace that in a University with such a
large, serious art department, that what is called "Art Criticism" is, in
fact, infantile, illiterate gibberish capable neither of informing nor of
educating a public which deserves better.
Joyce Kozloff
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the first speakers that don
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4 pole Hysteresis
Synchronous Motor;
Belt-drive
Semi
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list $170.00
Pioneer SX-950
For what it receives,
we don't ask much.
Continuous power output of 85 watts per channel
minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz
with no more than 0.1% harmonic distortion. Outstanding FM stability and sensitivity. Wide dynamic
range equalizaer for flat record reproduction.
Sugg. List $650.00
SALE PRICE $399.00
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7.50

50 watts per channel, both channels drive into 8
ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with not more than 0.5%
total harmonic distortion. A full complement of controls ...
power ... performance ... and a lean low profile to match
any system's good looks. Sugg. List $500.00
"SALE PRICE $320.00

I

RX-152MKII
15 watts per channel; min. RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms, from 50 to 20,000 with no more than
1.0% total harmonic distortion; PLL in tuner; Tape
monitor;
Tape Dubbing; Loudness Control; Wood
Cabinet.
Sugg. List $200.00
SALE PRICE $134.00
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'50's.
And somehow, I don't think denouncing prejudice and combatting
stereotypes were the motivations that gave impetus to Mr. Peepers,
Our Miss Brooks, The Honeymooners, Sgt. Sitko, Dobie Gillis, Amos
n'Andy, Father Knows Best, Bachelor Father, The Donna Reed Shows,
Burns and Allen, Leave it to Beaver, Mr. Ed, My Favorite Martian, and
of course, I Love Lucy. These were brought about by the public's
enjoyment of laughter, television's mass-communication ability, and
the incentive of corporate profits.

MicroAcoustics Quality
worth a ten year warranty

Combines quiet,
stable
turntable rotation with
convenience of full
automatic or manual
operation. Superior
tonal quality due to
resonance-free cabinet
and double floating
suspension. High-torque
4-pole synchronous motor.
SensitiveS-shaped pipe
arm with anti-skating
device.
Sugg. List $180.00
SALE PRICE $109-00
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RP-3000
Direct
Drive
Manual;
Pulse Determinant AC
Servo Motor; strobe, with
+5%
Pitch
Control;
SIN better than 60 db;
Wow and Flutter less
than
0.05%
(WRMS);
Spirit-Level ;
Complete
with Bas'e and Removable
Dust Cover.
Sugg. List
$220.00
SALE PRICE $145.00
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RX-7707
35 watts per channel-, min. RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms, from 20 to 20,000 Hz wi-th no more
than 0.5% total harmonic distortion; 5-position, pre-set
Touch Tuning; Indicator Lights; Slide Controls.
Sugg. List $500.00
SALE PRICE $320.00

list $21
PIONEER CT-F2121
Front loading cassette deck with Dolby ... walnut
case included. Sugg. List $250.00.
SALE PRICE $155.00
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We have priced these Sansui's to go,
so get' em while they last!
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This system features Ultralinear's model 66
3-way speaker powered by the truly musical
Sansui 221 AM/FM stereo receiver, and the
best buy rated Garrard 440M fully automatic
turntable complete with Pickering magnetic
phono cartrldcJe

SC-3000W cass deck
SC-2000W cass deck
6060 rece1ver
· FR-5080S automatic
direct drive
SR-525 manual direct
drive

Was
$380.00
$335.00
$420.00
$290.00

NOW
$234.00
$206.00
$273.00
$155.00

$255.00

$155.00
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The power
control comes from the new Akai AA-1175
AM/FM stereo receiver. Another step forward is the
speaker system from Ultralinear, the ST-525 is the new
synchro~ic time-array with dome mid-range and tweeter,
two ten rnch woofers for that wide full range sound. The
Philips GA222 fully electronic turntable comes with the
no. one phono cartridge in the world, Shure's M91ED .
Suggested list price is $1,600 but we're gonna save you
$500.00
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about 30 doctors and brought accusations he was feigning in order to
(Captain's Log, Star Date
obtain narcotics.
1978.26) Second Officer Spock will
"I don't have trouble getting a job or keeping a job, but on a couple be beaming down to. a two-hour
they let me go because I missed so much work.
mission on the third planet from
"And when your're taking nine or 10 darvons (painkilling pills) in an the sun. He will be discussing
evening, you can~t work the next day. I've never met anyone or anything Federation policy uncjer the alias of
that ran me up against a stone wall like this did.''
Leonard Nimoy.
· Now Shook is off the pills and jubilant. But there's rio guarantee he'll be
Transporting down to Popejoy
permanently spa~d the headaches. ·
Hall, Feb. 6, at 8 p.m., Speck will
Victims not knowing where to turn have had their molars extracted, present a lecture/ demonstration
gone abroad seeking treatment, and submitted to useless brain surgery, about the impact of' 'Star Trek" on
Diamond said.
American society, called "Spock
The vast majority of cluster victims are men--typically hard-driving,- and I:" .
hard-smo~ing and -;.unfortunately, since, alcohol can bring on the
Spock has previously visited the
headaches--often ha(d:drinking men. Often they are women-dependent, planet Earth in the guise of various
letting their wives.ta:ke over, numerous tasks.
characters on such shows as
,Migraine respon!:l~ io sle~p., Diamond said, while cluster attacks often "Mission: Impossible," "Night
come during sleeJj orrel!lxation.
Gallery," "The Alpha Caper,"
· Treatment involv~s pain-killing drugs and sometimes a process called "Three Faces of Love," and
histamine desensitization.·
"Catlow."
"The last few years, I've had one or two a week and then clusters of
Histamine is a body chemical which some physicians associate with the
Most recently, he has appeared as
them two or three a day or at night," he said. "The pain levels are un- onset of the attacks. After receiving it in increasing doses, some victims a pointed-eared Sherlock Holmes in
believable. I didn'.t know how bad they were until the last few months."
seem to be spared headaches for long periods.
the touring production of the Royal
Shook heard of t)le Chicago Clinic two years ago, but when his wife,
Shook was so glad for relief he ran a newspaper want ad which said ShakespeareCompany's "Sherlock
Pat, called she was told no appointments were open for several months.
simply, "cluster headaches," and gave his phone number.
Holmes."
"We dropped it. I wished to God we had.n't. I might never have reached
''The only reason I ran the ad was to tell people about Diamond's clinic,
He currently hosts the ''In Search
so they wouldn't grab a .38 and blow their head off like I was about to or' television program, is a serious
this kind of torment."
.
Shook said .the headaches cost him money and jobs. They took him to d0. "
author and has written several
books.
For his performance as my
second
in command, Speck ha>
As the lights come up we see our hero picking up his
been
nominated
for trophies called
The Sandia Kiwanis
books in preparation to enter Mitchell Hall, when
"Emmies." He also appeared in
if.msudd.enly a mysterious stranger approaches and
such Earth-dramas as ''Monsays:
serrat," "Fiddler on the Roof,"
and "Visit to a Small Planet". He
also directed an episode of "Night
Gallery."
Earthmen desiring to see Mr.
Spock will be charged $3.50 and
$4.50 in American currency.
Students, faculty and staff may see
I
the green skinned, po.inted-eared
Vulcan for $2.50 and $3.50.
Entrance
vouchers,
called
Formal Rttsh~
"tickets," are available at the
Popejoy Hall box office.

INDIANAPOLIS - John C. Shook put the .38-caliber revolver to his
~ temple and pulled the trigger. He was trying to get rid of a headache.
.>!
But the gun didn't fire.
o
"I left two chambers· empty, just for safety, because of the kids," he
2: said. "I forgot that at the time."
~
"When I realized I had survived a minute or two longer· with the pain, 1
Z
waited and the darned thing starting backing down."
Shook, 33, an Indianapolis electrician, 111anaged to hold on until
~ morning, then called for an appointment with a Chicago Clinic which
ll. specializes in cluster headaches. Dr. Seymour Diamond, a neurologist who
.
heads the clinic, calls them "man's most terrible pain."
The pain is on one side of the head, boring outward through one eye,
while the nose runs. It makes strong men weep, writhe, roll, yell, pace,
punch and bang their heads on walls, according to researchers.
There is disagreement about cause and treatment of cluster headaches,
Diamond said, but th!lY are associated with blood vessel functions and
apparently not with the nervous system.
Shook, who began suffering the headaches seven years ago, got them
year-round, often several times in the same day.
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Vulcan
Energizes
At UNM

"Pardon me."
"Huh?"
''Thinking of joining
a fraternity?"
"Well I was just-"
"That's what thought.
Why don't you sign up
for
Friday
January 27 thru Srmday
January 29."
"Well I was just-"
"Sure, you want to know
more. Well stop by the

Iuter Fraternity Cottneil
office across from "AGORA"
or just call Student
Activities in the SUB
at 277-4006."

Popejoy Hall

Saturday Nite
7:30p.m.

Doug Jones' Glowing Film

"The Magic
of
Venice"

Adults $2.00
UNM Staff & Students $1.50

--The End-act was broughl to you by a grant from the Inter
Fraternity Couneil Of UNM.

Popejoy Hall Box Office Opens At 6:30

..• Policies
Ccont, from page 1)

The catalyst behind UNM's
increasing business relations with
minority-owned firms is the
University's membership in the
New Mexico Minority Purchasing
Council. The council, composed of
government agencies and private
business, tries to solicit .business
from minority-owned firms by
supplying them with information
about bidding procedures.
Larrichio, who represents UNM
on the council said, "Our objective
is to give them the background that
will allow them to compete. We're
not pushing the quota system.
We're trying to help minorities get a
piece of the pie."
He said UNM, which has been on
the council for two years, tries to
solicit business from about 70
minority-owned firms.

'

Additives Responsible

About People
By United Press Infernal ional

LAKER FLYING BRAND X

NEW YORK -·· British airline
owner Freddie Laker, who offers
low-fare air service on the skytrain
from London to New York, will
make the trip today aboard his
competitor, thesupersonk British
Airways Concorde.
A spokesman in New York
explained Laker had to be in New
York today for a luncheon.
"If he could have gotten here in
time, he would have come in on his
own flight," the spokesman said.
Laker must pay Concorde prices
of about $800 one-way for his first
class seat on the British airways
plane, but will fly home to London
Saturday for free aboard the
skytrain.
"After all," said the spokesman,
"Gimbels shops at Macy's
sometimes, doesn't it?"

Covered
Wlrago.n

Makero of Hand Modo
Indian ~ewelry

OLDTOWN

--··--·---

WASHINGTON - Shampoos,
lotions and other cosmetics have
been found to contain substantial
amounts of nitrosamine, the same
cancer agent detected in crispy
bacon and other cured meats, a
scientist testified Thursday.
; Dr. David Fine told the House
commerce subcommittee on
oversight and investigations the
amount of one particular type of
nitro&mine called ndela found in
cosmetics is 50 to I00 times what
the human exposure would be
through food.
Fine is heat! of cancer research
for the Thermo Electron Corp.,
Waltham Mass., which is under
contract to three government
agencies to do research on
nitrosames.
"Ndela is of concern because it
has been shown to cause cancer in
two animal species, rats and
hamsters," Fine said. "In a
German study dating back to the
mid-60s rats were fed high doses of
ndela, and liver tumors were
produced.

SOUNil-AUKESlJES
REDWOOO CITY, Calif. -A
man who. ha& avoice like Bing
Crosby has filed a $4 million
damage suit again~! the late
crooner's estate, claiming he was
fired from a radio job because he
so.unded like Bing.
Jack Harris, of Los Angeles, said
l]e lost a job in broadcasting
because Crosby's business manager
objected to the similarity of Harris'
voice to that of Bing.
Sydney lrmas, Harris' attorney,
said his client was in radio in
Detroit for 16 years before moving
to California in 1973.
Harris sued Crosby originally in
1975 and is now appealing a verdict
against him. The new suit against
the singer's estate is necessary to
keep the appeal alive, his attorney
said.

~e

JERUSALEM, Chip Carter
Thursday heard a brief summary of
Israeli history from Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and then the two
exchanged gift-books.
"He gave us a short lesson in the
history of his country and he also
gave me a book I am supposed to
read tonight," said President
Carter's 27-year-old son with a
smile, after the 30-minute meeting
at Begin's Jerusalem office.
Chip and wife Caron arc in Israel
leading a group of 425 of
Americans on a "friendship force"
program designed to promote
wo.rld peace through personal
contact with citizens o.f different
countries.
Both Chip and Caron toured east
J crusalem and Bethlehem after the
meeting with Begin.

ARCHBISHOP'S PLEA
LONDON
Dr. Donald
Coggan, Archbishop of Canterbury
and leader of the Anglican Church,
has appealed to Roman Catholics
to enter into full communion with
the Church of England immediately.
It was the second time in nine
months the archbishop, titular head
of the world's 65 million Anglicans,
had called on the Catholic Church
to sanction this.
The prelate spoke in the Roman
Catholic Westminister Cathedral
Wednesday night during a service
attended by Cardinal Basil Hume,
leader of the Catholic Church in
Britain, to mark the end of a week
of prayer for Christian unity.

JAKARTA,
INDONESIA-President Suharto in a rare personal
statement Thursday denied he and
his family grew rich during the 10
years of his administration.
Speaking to war orphans and
armed forces personnel wives,
Suharto said, "at present, I and
Mrs. Suharto have to bear risks. I
have been accused of having
enriched myself, of being corrupt,
that everything with me is not well.
That is untrue."
He said he had the equivalent of
about $150 million under his
control. "But that money isn't
mine. It belongs to foundations and
is intended to help orphans," he
said.

He said this assoc1at1on, ·.vhi~h
A recent study ... has shown that
represents
producers turning out 90
if hamsters were injected with ndela
under the skin, tumors were per cent of the cosmetics sold in this
"recognizes
that
produced r.t sites far removed from country,
nitrosamines
serve
no
function
in
the point of injection," he said.
"In cosmetics, human exposure cosmetics and is committed to
to ndela would be by absorption eliminate them or reducing them to
through the skin. However, the the lowest level feasible."
"Nitrosamines do, of course,
amount of ndela absored by the
occur naturally in the human body
skin is unknown."
.James Merritt, president of the and throughout our environment,
Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance and are found in air, water ,and
Association, testified the industry many consumer produJ:ts," he said.
The t~stimony came
during
has organized a program to
determine the source of any hearings into cancer causing
substances.
nitrosamine contamination.

• •. Operators
(cont. from page 1)

talking we know who they are by their voice," she added,
"We are the nerve center of UNM," she continued. All calls go through
us; we answer, transfer, pickup and give out information. To work at this
job you've got to like to work hard and fast. Being good with numbers and
a good memory is a definite plus." she added.
She said they get very tired, - mentally tired. "When the end of the day.
comes don't even ask us our names, we're beat. Physically, pushing
buttons is about all we do. But we've got new call-boards and the botlons
arc still stiff so we've all got sore fingers."

Great Sounding
"'o-tl ~~(\\
Stereo

CHIP MEETS BEGIN

SlJHARTO DENIES RICHES

90.1

Cancer Tied to Cosmetics

~ ioU

0-\

At the Lowest Possible Price

ar

/

Sound
reasons
to shop
Hudson's.
1.
2.
3.
4.

One stop shopping
Brands you trust
No hassle service
No high pressure
5. Lowest possible prices
6. Knowledgeable, honest sales people.
7. Comparison Facilities
- so you can choose
wisely
8. Many, many accessories
9. Stereo systems for
more budgets.
10. We keep up with
changes.

502

TEAC~
The Jeil<lel', always has been.
Model A·103
Front load
cassette Deck
with Dolby.

Repeat of an earlier special
only

Shure M95Ed
4 Point Gimbal
Synchrondus Motor
12" Platter
Auto shut-off

Looks and sounds more
expensive than it is.

only

S14995

Precision makes the difference
Compare the New Speaker
Designs from BOZAK s115 00 & up

Compare Our Low Prices
Before You Buy.

sx-

only

550

PIONEER~

Hickory
Vinyl

~(fBolivar Speakgr Works

when you want something beller

This is the way
High Fidelity should be:

Now- Great for the price of good!
Bolivar Model125- A great
2 way system at a truly affordable
I price. You will be surprised at
\. the wide range of this speaker.

S18995

Low no.ise
Low distortion
Low price
20 watts/channel at 8 ohms 20·20k 3% THD

AUDITION the BEST
Sounding stereo
components available:
Amplifiers
Tuners
'_LUX AUDI.O
Receivers
Preamps Turntables

ONLY

Open
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T;V. Film Promots Russian Influenza
Fla. Movie Blackout Seen in.Wyomi~g .
T~LLAHASSEE,Fla

g (UPI)-After

a personal appeal
from Gov. Reubin Askew, NBC
....l television Tuesday imposed ·a
:>.
'§ blackout in Florida on this
0 weekend's shqwing 'of a movie
8 about the killing of three college
'B · womentn a sorority house.
·
::E
A spokesman for the governor
0: said NBC agreed th<lt Florida
.stations would not show the film
oo ''Stranger:' in the Hou::;e" on the
"' upcoming "Saturday Night at the
i'J'
l::l... Movies."
Askew had been urged by Floricla
0

z

State University to try to block the
movie because of the murders Jan.
15 of two coeds at the Chi Omega
Sorority house and the savage
beating of two others.
Another coed w.as attacked later
at her nearby duplex apartment by
apparently the same club-wielding
man, who is still at large.
"We're pleased NBC understands the di ffi.cult situation we
have down here and that they have
been responsive, even at the cost of
a substantial amount of time and
effort," the governor's spokesman
said.

ATLANTA (UP!)-The nation s .first outbreak of Russian influenza
for which there is no vaccine, was reported Thursday in Cheyenne, Wyo.:
and health officials expect widespread outbreaks nationwide within the
next two weeks.
The National Center for Disease Control said the fast -spreading
Russian flu virus was isolated from high school students in Cheyenne
where a high rate of school absenteeism occurred. The CDC said th;
outbreak began the second week in January and at its peak one-third of the
.
school's 1,500 -student population was absent.
"This virus probably is seeding throughout the country," said Dr.
Robert B. Craven, A CDC specialist who flew to Cheyenne to check on the
outbreak. "I suspect oubreaks in other areas to be evident within the next
couple of weeks."
In addition to the eheyenne cases, other outbreaks of respiratory illness
w~re reported elsewhere in Wyoming, primarily. among school-aged
children, and presumably caused by the Russian virus.

ECI's PROFILE 400 has what it takes to
transform your living room into a con·
cert hall. Why? An 6" woofer, 3 way
design combined in an Infinite baffle
enclosure is the reason. What a price!

SEEK AND RECEIVE

Contrary to early reports at the
Registration Center; History of
Film II (History of the Sound Era)
is open. It meets Tuesday and
Thursday 12 to .1:50 p.m. in Rodey
Theatre.

®PIONEER

TURNS TRUE
MAGICAL SOUNDS

Applications for Residence Hall ..
Graduate and Undergraduate staff
positions now being accepted.
Application deadline is March 3.
Interested applicants contact the
Associate Dean of Students office,
second floor of Students Office,
second floor of La Posada Hall.
The UNM Philosophy Club will
hold its first meeting of the
semester on Jan. 27 at 3:30p.m. in
the philosophy department lounge,
5th floor of the Humanities
building.
Education F()undation 310-003
meets in Rm. Ill, Mitchell Hall
. Tuesday Jan. 30 at II a.m. to 12:15
p.m.
"''Concepti o us-Southwest"
UNM's new publication of the
creative arts is accepting submissions of UNM students and
staff until Feb. 28. Send all submissions in duplicate and standard
form to UNM Box 20 or bring them
to Marron Hall Rm. 105.
Exploration for Nuclear En~rgy
in New Mexico "will be the topic of
a speech by Geology Department
Research Assistant Walter Riese on
Tuesday, Jan. 31 at 2 p.m. in Rm.
203 of the Farris Engineering
Center.

CERWIN VEGA's 36R Speaker with its' 12"
woofer and unique cabinet design can make the
music sing in avery corner of your home. Come
hear for yourself!

$14978
.

Cl1Sf9N , NO

The Tl-57. The super slide-rule that'll
get you into programming... fast and easy.
Even if you've never programmed before.
For the student who requires slide-rule functions, the
Tl-57 delivers an exceptional
combination of advanced
mathematical and statistical
capabilities. From functions
such as trig, logs, powers, roots
and reciprocals ... to mean, variance, standard deviation and
much more.
. And as long as you're in
the market for a super sliderule calculator, why not buy
one that can also put the power,
speed and convenience of programming at your disposal?
Programming a calculator

© 1976 Texas lnstrumenls Incorporated

simply means giving it a logical
set of instructions for accomplishing what you want it to
do. Programming enables you
to solve lengthy and repetitive
problems
quickly
by substituting
new variables into
the set of
instructions
which you
have a!ready entered into the machine.
The end result is more effi-

cient use of your time in problem-solving.
All this and more is explained in our unique, illustrated) easy-to-follow guidebook, "Making Tracks Into
Programming." This 200-page
book comes with the TI-57. It
contains simple, step-by-step
instructions and examples to
help you quickly learn to use
programming functions to
make your problem-solving
faster, more accurate and fun.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ~.;
...INNOVATORSIN
'UI
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

Internships in city government
are now being sponsored by
Councillor Jo MacAleese. Earn
from one to three hours independent credit through this
program. If interested contact
Councillor MacAleese at 766-7110.

.

LAST BIG WEEKEND TO SAVE
During Our Greatest Sale of the Year
W® ~
~

SHOP &SAVE
FRI 10·8
SAT 10·6

This is itl The LAST BIG WEEKEND of Super Savings during Our '78 Sale of Sales.
Don't Miss out on your GREATEST chance EVER to Save on your NEW STEREO. Custom
Hi-FI Discount Centers have got your stereo and YOUR PRICE! HURRY IN, quantities
limited on some items.

ALL LOCATIONS,
DON'T MISS IT!
--
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Ask about our Convenient Monthly Payments and
Interest Free Layaway Plan.
Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

out!

ROLLIN' ROCK
Let the PIONEER KP-6005 AM/FM
Stereo Super Tuner and cassette roll
you to ecstacy. You couldn'task for a
b&tter in·dash car unit. Find out how
to roll with the sounds at Custom

•160 w.W'> RMS pet c:hanntJI ,... 8 ohms 20·20.CX)() Hz with no more than 0 1~. THO

Savings.

French for Children will have its
registration on Jan. 28, 10 a.m. to
12 noon in Orgega Hall, Room 123.
Classes begin Feb. 4 for pre-school
and high-school children. For more
information, call Monique at 2775907 or 277 ·5535.

$)3878

<II PIONEER'

PIONEER'S
co·
are a
axial car spea
great compliment to any
system.
Great
car
sounds and Great price I

REEL TO REALI
With Akal's GX230D you'll gel all
you ever imagined in a reel to reel
recorder and then some. A design
ol excellence wilh an outstanding
low price.

AKAI;
MAXELL EXCELLS

6
$187 8

UDXLIItapes for primo cassette

$J.J 78
12 for... If

performance. 90 min.

~.!l
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Cleaner records sound
better!
DISCWASHER
and STYLUS CLEANER
will keep them that way.

5005 Menaul Blvd. N.Ea
across from La Belles

262·085.8

Ct1 .. h Pt•te
Inti 51 & loc

'"

399.78
799,78

~t!(f'·

SUPER SYSTEM
SANSUJ's 808008 Stereo Receiver provides you
with punch, flexability and Dolby, too! The
SANSUI SR232 semi-automatic belt drive Turn·
lable with AT910 Cartridge !urns your records
with utmost precision. And that crystal clear
sound comes from ECI's PROFILE 660 Speakers
for a super sounding system at a super price.

s U1lS1Lf-.

DISCWASHER DUO
Albuquerque Women's Health
Center will be offering a course
"Women and Health" to be given
through Community College and
Siren Productions. Deadline for
registration is Jan. 27. For more
information call A WHC-2660661.

~
I

®PioNeen·

PIONEER'S SX1250 is the MOST in AM/FM Stereo Receivers with
160 watts• per channel. And when you see the features, you'll know
you've got pure unadulterated quality. HI·Fi at Lo·FI prices. Check it

A meditation class, sponsored by
the Symphony of Life, will be held
Mondays at 5:15 p.m. in room 144
of the Honors Center until Fed. 6.
Come do your thing at the
ASUNM craft shop. We offer basic
instruction in ceramics, jewelry,
photography, and etc... Open
Monday through Thursday, 10 am
to 9 prrt, Friday 10 am to 5 pm.

DEALERS PLEASE, LIMIT1

5 /zq(!l:,l Turntable & Base Only

POWER PLUS
Wish to travel to Latin America,
work in your field of study and
receive possible school credit during
summer vacation? Further information available at the Latin
American Center, Ortega Hall.
Tuesdays and Thursdays between I
and 2 p.m.

-

The PIONEER PL1120 is a true work of art
and engineering. A belt drive Turntable with
real precision and a low, low price I Get one
before they're gone!

No ur Mo
P.1yn,

18
36

Ami ol

"'""

Mo P11y.,..

59.77
89.77

24.63
30.70

An nodi
Pc>rrc>"taq~

0Pil'Ul',1f>toct•

~

$1978
LISTENIN

KOSS EASY LISTENERS are great
comfort for your head a11d pure plea·
sure for your ears! Denim Look too!

RECOTON's Demagneti·
ser is a must for anyone
who cares about their
tape deck.

R'!h•

21.60
19.90

443.34
1105.56

$If 78

DEMAGNETISER

SOUNDGUARD

SOUNDGUARD will pro·
teet your records and
help them last longer.

·

$578

..

HI·FI
Discount Prices Make Us The Great American Custom

..
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Sleeper: The clone you save may in yo(lr dreams for the midnight
be your .own. Woody Allen stars in
movi~ at Don Pancho's.
this futuristic and political satire
The Goodbye Girl: They took it
with Annie Hall (Diane Keaton).
off Broadway and put it on
The first part of the double bill
Hollywood. This warm and
plays at the Don Pancho's Theatre sensitive comedy pops out of the
tonight and tomorrow.
Neil Simon catlogue of great
Everything You Always
works. Richard Dreyfuss fares
Wanted To Know About Sex:
well in this film as well as every
Gene Wilder likes wild and wooly
film that is fortunate enough to
sex. Woody Allen tries to handle a have him. Showtimes are 7:30 and
giant breast and tries to unlock the 9:35 p.m. at the Hiland.
latch to the royal snatch. Allen
The Wackiest Wagon Train in
also pt'ays a sperm,that is too shy the West: For $9.95 you can buy a
to meet up with an egg. Actually Ronco movie-making kit and
the movie is tastefully done and makl,; movies like this. In other
quite funny. The film completes . words this is what you get when
the double feature at Don Pan- you put Gilligan and an F Troop
cho's.
sargeant in the same wagon train.
Rocky Horror Picture Show: Showtimes are 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.

LOBO plmlo hy Wendell T. Hunl

Tour de Fotce: Young, DeYoung and Shaw

\

Cit

7:00 ond 9:15
students

$1.00
general

$1.50

ffiel Brooks
Zeto ffiostel and Gene Wlldet
In The Producers
So.turdoy ot
7:00 and 9:15
students

$1.00
general

$1.50

FLICK AT

MIDNITE

DON

P.A:NCH~

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4

The Gtand Reality of Styx
By GEORGE GESNER
When DeYoung said that he had
And talking about rhythm, twin
With the introduction of the to crank up the ofd piano and power was very important. Chuck
famoi1s five notes, it was sensed by stressed that the song he was going and John Panozzo, although not
all at the Styx Concert at the Civic to play was from 1972, there was getting much of the spotlight,
that we all would have a close little doubt that he was on the verge combine to form one of the best
encounter with .the best rock band of playing the song that gave Styx rhythm sections in a hard rock
in the world.
the break they deserved, "Lady." band. With stylish bass playing and
It's a powerful statement that DeYoung started with a beautiful fiery drumming they formed the
could have only been backed by the piano intro, but when he went into framework of a concert that will be
best concert to unfold before the that recognizable strain, the crowd hard to forget and most likely a
eyes of all local concert-goers.
responded
with
a
roaring milestone in concert history.
The curtains opened and with a acknowledgement.
Styx is the river that separates
blinding flash Styx was there in all
Shaw introduced "Man in the earth and hell and although they
of its magnificance presenting the Wilderness" saying that a quote played with hellish abandon the
Grand Illusion. They welcomed all inspired him to write it, one that music wa.> heavenly.
to a reality that was grand. The says "miles and miles of water and
The show was opened by Sanford
flashing guitar madness of Tommy · not a drop to drink." "Sailing and Townsend. The group was tight
Shaw and James Young was Away" followed with an audio- and Featured hot sax work by Otis
enough to send everyone into a visual delight. . While the group Hale. Hale and Roger Johson
frenzy.
played 'the~. atidience "walchcq ·.a:· combined on•,'l~gL~in~·,J,am~·:,with
The sell-out crowd was equally spectacle of clouds, stars and in- a blitzing duo guitar jam that
receptive for such favorites as terplanetary craft on the screen brought the most excitement to the
"Lorelei,''
''Mademoiselle," behind them.
Styx fans.
"Fooling Yourself" and "Light
The group ended their set with a
Sanford and Townsend were
Up." Those who weren't familiar long sizzling rocker called strongest on cuts from their first
with earlier Styx (in the Equinox "Midnight Ride" that left no room album such as "Smoke From A
period) thought that Styx was going for breathing. The crowd wasn't Distant Fire," "Squire James" and
to mellow out with"Suite Mad.ame ready to retire and after a five- "Shake It to the Right."
Blue," but with a hectic synthesizer minute demonstration of audience "Paradise" from the new album,
break, by Dennis DeYoung there appreciation, Styx came back for Duo Glide, was an impressive
was only one place the song could an encore that would have rocked opener. Vocals were in top form,
go. Young and Shaw ascended the socks off of Bert Parks. In but the band was playing against
from the dry ice cloud to churn out "Miss America" Young says it's a heavy odds.
the hardest rocker anyone is likely disease that has no cure, but the
to hear. It was the high point of an rock 'n' roll disease Styx was
evening that had no flaws. Like spreading around was happily
Shaw said at one point in the show without remedy.
that there was magic here tonight.
One man that wasn't seen on
Shaw came on with an acoustic stage, but was responsible in his
guitar to perform his title track own way for the completeness of
from Crystal Ball with a feeling that the show was the man who
Snow While, Albuquerque
seemed to be lacking on record. mastered the lights. It is positively Children's
Theater's
latest
Shaw, the newest and youngest the best coordination and impact I production, playing this weekend in
member of the group, is the missing have ever seen in stage lighting. Popejoy Hall for four perlink that has finally put Styx one You could say the light man had formances, is an attempt by ACT to
step closer to the top.
rescue Snow White from Walt and
rhythm.
return her to "the Brothers Grimm.
The script has been opened up to
include the elves and animals of the
forest, the evil daughters of the
queen, and their magical transformations, the confused handmaidens, and all the other
characters that go to make the story
a full rounded fairy talc. To
balance it out, only four dwarfs will
appear in the play. The other three
dwarfs are on vacation.
On the same program the ACT
Ballet Company will be seen in The
Skaters [Les Pa/ineurs], the most
popular ballet in the ACT Ballet
Company's repertoire. The scene is
a wood land lake at 'night, the time
Starring
is the 1890s, and the ballet shows a
skating party. The ballet opens in
the evening mists and closes with a
snowstorm. Just the right ballet for
jan, 30-Feb.3
this time of year.
Performance times are l :30 and
An ASUNM, Student Activities Production
3:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
10-3 pm Dally
Tickets are $1.50 in advance and $2
In m~so. lounge In TheN.£. Comet Of Thv Sub
the day of the performance. Tickets
Rctou Ftom P1ontos
are
now on sale at the Popejoy Hall
A Studel'lt Ad1111(•e~ Produ(.\I0/'1
Box Office and all Ticket Master
outlets.

...· .. ·::J

Leslie Browne Gnd ffilkhGII Baryshnlkow are lovets
Gnd ballet dancers In "Turning Point."

movie Wotth melting
The Incredible Melting Man, directed by William Sachs, is playing at the
M-1'/aza.
By DAN HUMENICK
There are three astronauts in a space-craft orbiting Saturn. One of the
astronauts, Steve West, looks out the porthole and says in a monotone:
"It's magnificient! You haven't seen anything 'til you've seen the sun
through the rings of Saturn, as it were." Suddenly, he looks constipated
and begins to spit blood.
Okay, . it's a couple of months later. Steve wakes up in this hospital.
His head is bandaged, but he takes the bandages off and looks in this
mirror. Uh-oh. For some unexplained reason, Steve's amiable face has
been smeared with melted chocolate! Look out, its the Incredulous Melting
Man!! Arrrggggghhhhh!!!!
So anyway, he kills bunches of people and eats them, but we never see
much violence. What we do get to see, though, and this is scary and really
terrific, is the after-effects of the violence-y'know, mutilated, disemboweled corpses, and other scary stuff.
Some people who never studied how to act, walk around trying to
capture the Uninteresting Chocolate Man, but the public cannot know
about it, because if they did, they'd know how incompetent the space
program is. So, walking through this poorly photographed landscape of
Doom, the Boring Hershey Bar Man does bad things, until he finally
expires.
Now, here is the punch-line and get you knee poised for slapping,
because it's a real killer: You see, as the camera lingers on poor Steve's
corpse being dumped into a garbage can, we hear on the radio an ironic
statement saying that Steve and his dead fellow astronauts are actually
alive and happy, and have given words of comfort and advice to a new
group of astronauts who arc now blasting off to Saturn. Get it? It's really a
lie to fool the public! How's that for wry, sophisticated humor? By the
way, the theater charged three bucks to get in. That is about twice the
amount of money this flick cost to make.

Snow White
And Ballet

and Galeria Twin.
Heroes: It's worm love for Henry
Winkler and Sally Field at the Los
Altos Twin at 7:30 and 9:45p.m.
The Turning "Point: One of the
best films of 1977, Shirley
MacLaine and Ann Bancroft
prove that they haven't lost the
gift of acting through the years.
The
ballet sequences
are
beautifully performed and filmed.
The opening scene is at 7:15 and
9:30p.m. at the Lobo.
The Spy Who Loved Me: It's
Bach to Bond, since nobody does
it better. And nobody knows it
better than Carly 'You're So
Vain" Simon. Roger Moore is no
saint a.nd Barbara Back is no angel
at the Galeria Twin.
· Where's Willie? If you really
want to know, you can find the
eight-year-old electronics wizard
running around in some small
Texas town. The film sounds like
the movie of the decade. Well,
maybe in Muleshoe, Texas. Movie
starts today at the Coronado Four,
Montgomery Plaza and Galeria
Twin.
. The Incredible Melting Man:
He's not just another pretty face
and he has a consuming personality. Reviewer Dan Humenick
actually stayed for the whole film.
See his review below.
Which Way Is Up: If there was
no Pryor in this film, there would
be no movie and three of its
leading characters would be gone.
Riotous laughter is guaranteed at
the M Plaza at I :30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30 and 9:30 p:m.
Pete's Dragon: Milk and cookies
and Mickey Rooney at the
Coronado Four with Disney
showtimes at noon, 2:25, 4:50,
7:l4and9:40p.m.
Semi-Tough: This movie ranks as
a semi-achievement. But there is a
point to it. It serves as an unsolved
mystery as to why Kris Krstofferson is so successful. Showtimes
are 1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40 and 9:50
p.m. at the Coronado Four.
Oh, God: It has been said that
the state of Utah has banned the
title of the film. I bet George
Burns dropped his cigar when he
heard that. No wonder John
Denver never sings about Utah.
Probably one of the best comedies
of the year It is showing at the
Coronado Four at I :40, 3:40,
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stands eventually lead to
something permanent. Showtimes
are 7 and 9:30p.m. at the Cinema
East.
Gauntlet: Clint Eastwood, a
prefabricated house, a bus and a
police car all have something in
common, bullet holes throughout
the exterior and the interior.
Showtimes are 7:30 and 9:35p.m.
at the Fol< Winrock.
Snturday Night Fever: It used to
be that Travolta was revolting, but
now that !.he epidemic is spreading
he is gaining a lot of respect. Slip
your disco at the Louisiana Blvd.
fa neola
Ttuffaut
In Cinema at 12:30, 2:45, 5, 7:14 and
"Close Encountets of the 9:40p.m. .
Thltd Kind."
Star Wars: You can find your
5:40, 7:40 and 9:40p.m.
place in space at the Louisiana
The World's Great.est Lover:
Blvd. Cinema at 12:45, 3, 5:15,
Contrary to popular. belief Harry
7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
Close Encounters of the Third
Reems and Johnny Holmes are not
in this film. Showtimes ar 7:40 and · Kind: The movie of the year is
9:35p.m. at the Cinema East.
your encounter with destiny. you
Looking For Mr. Goodbar: How
won't be alone at the Mall Cinema
could they do this to Annie Hall?
at 2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30p.m.

This Friday Nigltt
In 'I'Itc

lOWlY 111!111
It:i The Student Union
Building Uasc•ucnt

Tlte Fnuk Machine That's
Sure 1.,o Tut•n Yon On

11111~0
BlOIS 8PIIl'l 8:3t l .H.
Ad1uissio1t P••iccs
Sttldcuts $1.00 each
~~~ (lVitlt J.D., l 11lns One Guest)
I"

Sl.OOeach

Public $2.00 each

Feo.turing
A wide vo.riet_y of New mexico.n
dishes Ever_ything from Burritos
toT o.mo.les to Posole.
Nuestro. co. so., su co. so..
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Diane Keaton finds that one-night · ~
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VIDEO TAPES

America's Favorite
Midnight Movie

n
.

LOBO Guide to the movies
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Compiled
By GEORGE GESNER
Punk rockers and transvestites are
at the Los Altos Twin, Eastdale
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Georgia Keeps Pulling On My Ring/Conway Twltty/MCA-2328
....,
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
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Amazing. This is one of straightest straight country albums yet by one
of straight country's straightest honey-tonk artists that ever attempted
straight country. There is not one crossover hit on the record, nor is there
anything close to an attempt to attract the Austin, "outlaw" fans. Conway
Twitty's Georgia Keeps Pulling On My R(ng ls a straight country album in
the straightest sense. .
'
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And it's good. It's prdictable, simple, stark in its production, sad, real,
. ~ommercial, and short. Hell, it's straight countr;y. But Twitty's voice here
Z · IS superb. On songs such as ''Georgia Keeps Pulling On My Ring,'' Chuck
N.
Berry's "Mabellene," and especially" Yours To Hurt Tomorrow," Twitty
" is in top form. It'll be shame if "Yours To Hurt Tomorrow" doesn't
~ becoine a country classic. ·
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Steve Young

ConW<lY Twitty

W<lylon Jennings

Sho.w finds m<lglc In his ctyst<ll belli
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The Countty Side of Life
Buy1
Get 1 FREE
5·7 Mon.·Fri.

• Mon. & Wed. fREE BEER* 8:30pm·10pm
• Tues. & Thurs. Ladies Nights• 8:30·10pm
(all ladies well drinks FREE)
*1°° Cover
• Lunches Served Mon.-Fri.

Boogie To:

Way/on &
Willie/Way/on
Jennings & Willie Nelson/ RCA
AFLI-2686
New Train Same Rider/Tom T.
Hall/RCA AFI, 1-2622
No Place To Fall/Steve
Young/RCA AFLl-2510
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
There has been a sales shift in
country music from singles to
albums. Some of this can be attributed to Austin musicians who

Mars
Sunday Night

Speakeasy

VINYL
I

Uncle Nastys

TRACKS

Under New Management

Entertainment 6 Niles 4418 Central S.E.
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have injected rock and roll
marketing sensibilities into country.
Willie Nelson's Red Headed
Stranger defied the traditional hitoriented approach to recording
country, yet it was still enormously
successful. Whatever the reason for
the shift, it has brought a welcome
change in the quality of country
albums. Before, records by country
artists tended to highlight one or
two singles while filling the rest of
the album with inferior material.
Now there seems to be a stronger
emphasis on making even, wellbalanced albums.
Three new releases this month
reflect this change to varying
degrees. New Train Same Rider, by
Tom T. Hall, the most "Nashville"
of the three, has changed the least.
Not surprising, he has been the
most successful with traditional
country. Still, there seems to be an
effort towards making a balanced
ablum rather than a collection of
potential singles. Half of the songs
make use of the vocal work of the
Browns (Maxine·and Bonne), which
helj)s ' set ·i[· ·mood that carries
through the album.
The songs themselves, six written
by Hall, are the usual Tom T. Hall
fare: some sentimental loves songs
and some humorous tunes. One
interesting song, "Come Back to
Nashville (Ode to the Outlaws)," is
a call for the Austin musicians to
return home to Nashville:
"Something is missing when we all
get to picking; there ain't enough of
us to throw a good drunk." The
concept is good, but for the most
part the lyrics· are trite and unexceptional.
Steve Young's No Place To Fall
stretches country music to the point
where
the
label
becomes
meaningless. Young has a hearty
southern rock voice; his songs are
Dylan, J. J. Cale and his own which
are styles similarly, and he uses
Nashville session musicians on the
record. The result is very pleasing.
Of the three albums, Young's is the
most interesting. He is nonestablished and is taking more
chances than Willie, Waylon or
Tom T. Hall.
Using a dramatic voice and foldstyied guitar work, he actually adds
.~omething
to the oft-recorded
"Don't ·Think Twice, It's
Alnght." He also proves that

Mentor Williams' "Drift Away" is
applicable and effective in any
style. His own songs are good, but
again, it is his strong voice set
against the start qession work that
brings the songs alive.
Waylon and Willie sound good
together again. There is nothing
new here, and they haven't really
improved much on their respective
styles, but there is an enthusiasm
here that has been lacking on their
last few albums. Willie & Way/on is
the most imaginative and most
consistant album either of these
guys have done since Hanky Tonk
Heroes and Red Headed Stranger.
There are a couple particulars
that keep this album interesting.
First, they don't overuse vocal
duets. Of the II songs, they only
sing together on five. The
remaining cuts are solo vocals
divided hetween Waylon and
Willie. On the duets, they trade off
verses and join on the chorus. This
formula made "Good Hearted
Woman" a classic, and it works
just as well here. Waylon and Willie
don't sing ·oeailtifully·;together, yet::·
there is something about it that is
simply irresistible, something like
the Johnny Cash, Bob Dylan
recording of "Girl From the North
Country."
The other quality that enhances
Way/on & Willie is the cxtention of
their styles. Waylon sings a version
of Stevie Nicks' "Gold Rush
Woman" that is as endearing as it is
unlikely. On the duet "I Get Off on
You," Waylon and Willie add a
mariachi flavor that works surprising well. The rest of the songs
are either standards or soon-to-be
standards.
The romantic, individualistic
notions mar the album somewhat
(It seems that these "outlaws" are
buying some of their own hope),
but at times this works. Kristofferson's "Don't Cuss the Fiddle"
fits right in with the Waylon and
Willie myth: "Don't ever cuss that
fiddle, boy, unless you want that
fiddle out of tune./That picker
there is trouble, boy is just another
side of you." It's a shame the rest
of the song isn't Up to those two
lines. But most of the album is. For
those who have yet to include
Waylon and Willie in their
collections, Way/on & Wiliie is a
near perfect start.
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Light up!

Concert photos
by W. T. Hunt
f1•

•
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GultClt duo on Cl midnight ride.

Chuck PClnozzo Clnd J<:lmes Young

Does making extra money
sound like music to your ears?
We're looking for an interested student
to serve as our Campus Manager in
marketing our new Direct/Reflecting®
Component Music System on campus.
It's not a full time job, so you can structure the Campus Manager responsibilities to meet your schedule.

Bose is an internationally known maker
of high-quality stereo equipment with a
fine reputation. If you're looking for a
challenge with commensurate reward
while you attend school, Bose may be
your answer. Write us, or give us a call at
617-879-7330, for further information.
Equal opportunity employer M/F
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College Division
The Mountain
Framingham, Mass. 01701
I would like to be considered for the position of
Campus Manager.
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Name
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Address
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___ State
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Men Host

Lobo ~nvite; Women at AAU

LObo Harriers Open Indoor ActiOn

..

ByRAYGLASS
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM track fans have their only
chance to see the entire track team
in action this weekend as the
Wolfpack hosts the second annual
Lobo Invitational Indoor track
meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. in
Tingley Coliseum.
Teams from We• 1ern New
Mexico, Eastern New Mexico, New
Mexico State, Adams State and
New Mexico Junior College will
join I,obo trackmen in the informal
meet.
"The meet will be a non-scoring
event," said UNM track coach Bill
Silverberg. "No team scores will be
kept but individual times and places
will be recorded," he said.
Although team scores won't be
tabulated, the Lobos will used the
Invitational to prepare for upcoming meets and to try and qualify
for the national finals.
Silverberg said, "the competition
will be a tuneup for the Jaycee
(Albuquerque Jaycee Invitational)
meet next weekend. Also, we'll try
and get some qualifying times for
the NCAA's so we will be running
against the clocks."
The middle distance races should
provide excellent competition as
they have what Silverberg termed "
outstanding fields."
"The middle distances will be
very strong," he said. "in fact, all
the running events will have good
l'ields."
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Willie Howard drives in for one of his 23 pnints against Brigham Young.
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Educational Opportunity
Available through
National Chicano Health Organization's
New Mexico Clinical Education Program
includes- positions in rural or urban
health facilities
- invaluble experience for prehealth
-student stipends
applications accepted January 16 through
February 10 at N
Roma, 277-4731

'pack didn't fall and pulled ahead
by 10 at 51-41 before Arnold called
another timeout.
Again the BYU timeout helped
the Cougars as they pulled to within
four at 57-53 after UNM built up a
12-point lead. The Cougars reeled
off eight straight points then it was
Lobo coach Norm Ellenberger's
turn to call timeout.
The Lobos steadily buill up their
lead and went on to win.
Marvin Johnson, who ended the
game with 21 points said, "I'm
trying to become a complete ball
player by playing both good offense
and defense. 1 wasn't too satisfied
with the way 1 played tonight, but
yeah, I am satisfied, we won.
That's what really counts."
Lobo forward Phil Abney, who
made two assists that words can't
describe, said, "They (BYU) were
tougher than than I thought they
would be. We played in spurts and
what we got to do is play at a
consistent pace."
.
Commenting on the two assists
he made, Abney said, "It's all
instinct. I've been in those
Friday Action:
situations billions of times before.
COLORADO STATE AT ARIZONA
Making the decision to pass off or
WYOMING AT ARIZONA STATE
take
it in yourself is something you
Saturday Action
Jearn in your back-yard court or in
WYOMING AT ARIZONA
the city park.''.
COLORADO STATE AT ARIZONA STATE
Scoring in double figures for the
BRIGHAM YOUNG AT TEXAS-EL PJ,.\50
UTAH AT NEW MEXICO ITVS Game of the Week: 2p.m., Channel 14-2 Lobos were Howard 23,
Johnson 21, Abney 14, Jimmy
Allen, and Cooper 10.
In the only other WAC game
played Thursday night, Utah
nipped UTEP in El Paso 57-55. The···
Utes invade the Arena Saturday
afternoon in another key WAC tilt.
• ready made frames
bench to score 23 points, as he did
against Texas-El Paso, said, I'm
beginning to play stronger and
stronger. I'm not getting pushed
around anymore."
The Lobos came out hot at the
outset, scoring six quick points
before Cougar coach Frank Arnold
called a timeout. UNM then built a
12-3 lead when Arnold again called
a timeout to regroup his squad.
The BYU timeout proved
valuable as the Cougars reeled off
seven unanswered points to cut the
Lobo lead to 16-14. Then with
II :50 left in the first half, BYU tied
the game for the first time on two
free throws at 16-16.
The Lobos didn't need a timeout
to catch their breath as the 'Pack
went into the locker room at half
time up by nine at 42-33.
The Cougars came out hot in the
second half cutting the Lobo
margin to five at 42-37. But the

Around the WAC
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2 Blocks West Of Okie's

Frame and Art Market

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

$1 Qoo Summer
full year plus the
Session
'

'

Marron Hall131
or by mail to:

UNMBox20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131

• custom framing
• metal section frames
• pre-cut mats and
mat boards

" art supplies
• original hand painted
oils & water colors
• fine prints

20°/o off

15°/o off

COPIES
-Overnight
3V2eea
. 4" same day

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE
(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

Phone 268·1471
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UNM's Chris Hollins and Kevin
Evans are favorities in ·the 60-yard
dash while Richard Risinger should
figure in the 60-yard high hurdles.
Other standouts for the Wolfpack should be the two-mile relay
team and long distance runner
Peter Butler.

*********
The UNM women's track team
heads into competition this
weekend at the Stale AAU
(Amateur Athletics Union) indoor
track meet this Saturday and
Sunday at Tingley Coliseum on the
New Mexico State Fair Grounds.
Barbara Butler, UNM women's
track coach, said "This meet will be
preliminary time tests for us."
Events which the UNM women
will be entered in are the 400meters, 800 meters, shotput, high
jump, and long jump.
Key tracksters to watch in the
meet include Susan Vigil, Virginia
Middleton, Cindy Ashby, and
Janet Wroblewski in the 800-meter
run.

Fems at Home

Lobos· Stay Undefeated in WAC
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Thursday night at the Arena, the
UNM basketball team utilized a
new tactic to down a young but
stubborn Brigham Young squad
before 18,211 fans.
LasL.night, the name of the game
for the Lobos was intimidation.
And intimidate the 'Pack did.
Behind aggresive defense by
Willie Howard, Will Smiley and
Michael Cooper, UNM extended
its Western Athletic Conference
mark to 4-0 by drubbing the
Cougars 95-82.
Senior co-captain Cooper,
allowed BYU ace Danny Ainge only
13 points, 13 below his WAC
average.
Cooper, along with Smiley and
Howard, swatted Cougar shots out
of the air and into the hands of
Lobo teammates.
Howard, who again came off the

Lobo middle distance runners
will include Charles Dramiga, the
1976 NCAA indoor 600 champion, in the 440 and Jeremiah
Ongwae in the 880. Ongwae was the
. third place finisher in the 5000 at
the Muhammad Ali Invitational
two weeks ago.
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Don't expect too many people to feel sorry for Coach Kathy Marpe and
her basketball team, just because they are 0-2 in conference play.
Last week the Lobos, in sub-par performances lost on the road to the
teams which are considered to be the conference teams to beat, Utah and
Brigham Young.
Coach Marpe was not particularly worried about the two losses last week
as she was about the play of the women underlier wing.
"In the preseason we played some super ball, but now we're playing just
average ball. We've got to improve our game," she said.
Utah State runs a fastbreak and Marpe said, "We love to have our
opponents play our type of game,"
Marpe is more worried about her own squad's balanced attack which
lead them to a fourth place 'finish in the conference last year.
"\Ve really need to have a balanced attack. In preseason we were getting
four people in double figures. We have to get back to that," she said.

Lobo Happenings
WOMl~N'S

SWIMMING- The
Lobo swimmers will participate in
the University of California at
Santa Barbara Invitational. The
meet begins today and will end on
Saturday.
WRESTLING- The UNM
grapplers, coming off a win over
Northern Arizona over the
WOM~:N'S
GYMNASTICS- weekend, will be in Laramie, Wyo.
The UNM women travel north for for a collegiate wrestling tourney
three matches. Today the Lobo today and Saturday.
women will compete against
WOMEN'S SKIING- After an
Colorado and Colorado State. On impressive start, winning· their
Saturday the women gymnasts will first two CISL races of the season,
face Northern Colorado.
1he fern skiers travel to Crested
Butte,
Col. for the third race of the
MEN'S SWIMMING- The UNM
tankers, currently in Colorado, face seaon. The top skier for the UNM
Denver University tonight then women is Cindy Stone who has
tangle with the Univen.ity of captured three of the four races she
entered.
Colorado on Saturday in Bou:der.

MEN' GYMNASTICS- Tl)e 0-3
UNM gymnastics team, in the midst
of one of the toughest \~hedules in
the nation, travels to Los Angeles
Saturday to compete in the UCLA
Invitational. The last tumbler came
at the hands of Oregon 217.0-208.6
in Eugene.

Fern Ski Trio
In Lobo Ranks
New Mexico ski coach George Brooks is smiling a lot. He not only has
the leading team in the Central lnter.collegiate Ski League (CISL) Conference and plenty of snow, but this semester three new skiers will join his
women's team to make UNM definate contenders for the national
collegiate title.
Two of the women are cross-country skiers. Soili Turner is here from the
University of .Tyvaskyla in Finland. She has been a member of the Finnish
National team and was the National Cross-Country Orientering Champion
in 1977, That event involves cross-country racing with a compass.
!he second cross-country skier is Peer Kling, a top skier who was attending school at the University of New Hampshire. She has attended the
Lyndon Training School in Vermont, one of the best in the country;
In the alpine competition, Brooks will add Tali Parman, whom he
considers one of the top eollegiate skiers in the country. A member of the
U.S. Talent team, Parman is one of the women who has a good chance to
make the 1980 Olympic Team.
The Lobos have their third con Ference race this weekend and then return
to Albuquerque.

In the field events, UNM Will
have Anita Marshland, Julie
Malone, Debbie Davis, and Theresa
Redinger.

"I feel we will do better in our
indoor meets," Butler said. "The
team over all has matured in-

IM Hoop Begins
Entries will be due next Tuesday
the 31st for mens powerlifting and
the womens free throw shooting
contest. Everyone is encouraged to
try and see how strong they really
are.

The intramural basketball season
opens Monday, Jan. 30 at 3:30 in
Johnson Gym, and as a result of
Dick Baldizan's brilliant job of
sc~eduling, all games will be played
in the main arena of Johnson Gym.
A total of 104 teams will b~
participating in this years competition. The A league has 39
teams, the B .teague has 48 teams,
the Rec league 8 teams and the
women's league has 9 teams.

Spring Break In ffia.zatlan

On I.Y

SJ25 per

person, double ?ccupo.ncy
1ncludes roundtnp o.1rfo.re
o.nd tro.nsfers

march 13-19

Team captains or managers are
reminded to come pick up their
schedules anytime today.

includes: First overnight in Phoenix, 5 dn_ys,
5 nights in the beautiful Hotel
Hacienda mazatlnn. Book enr\_y,
space is limited!
"

A limit of one schedule per team
will be en forced because of lack of
paper. The season is scheduled to
last six weeks with close to 300
games on the schedule.
Elsewhere in intramurals the
ree badminton tournament
scheduled this weekend and
cross-country ski clinic is up in
Sandi as on Saturday

dividually and we arc looking
forward to a successful track season
this year."
The meet will run from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. both days.

Airfo.re subject to cho.nQe
~,u•

~
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Phone (505)265·8074 I Phone (505)262·1711

JOURNEY

ART GARFUNKEL
WATERMARK

INFINITY

including:
[What A) Wonderful World
Crying In My Slcep/Sa1urday Surt
Mr. Shuck 'n' Jive!Paper Chase

Jr&4\&lil1

J.\I!T AND T[D
TJ.\K[ JOUI!N[Y

TO
ODYSS[l'!
~
AND THEIR BRAND NEW
r---2RE-COR0-5ET--

RELEASES ARE. ON SALE
NOW AT ODYSSEY!

•. 4111··.
•••••••

Ted Nugent

ooubkfn!!~~,conzo
Gonzo] Baby, Please Don't Go/Stranglehold
Motor City Madhouse/Cat Scratch Fever

ss
11.98

•

MFRS.
SUGG. LIST PRICE
...

•

.•'
• •

•••

'

9 o'clock till midnight 7 days a week

3500 Central Ave. S.E.
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Classlfleds
PERSO.NALS

l.

ACCURATE CINFORMATION ABOUT
lruccpti(ml

slcrllizatlon, qbonion,

Ri~hl

10

COl]·

Choose,

2'14-0171.
2/15
49 Cf:NTS, AMgRJCAN CIGARgTTES: Y, blork
from UNM tu Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 CorncllSS, Op~n Mondny thru Saturday 9-6.

1/27

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREMg Grover
Washington rciUrns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., feb. I a] 7:JO p.m. Tickets for this ASUN·

M/PEC Pre~Cntation nrc available at the SUB and
PopeJoy Hall box offices -and at all Ticketmastcr

0
0
Uc
'R
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locutions.
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2/1

NOW ON S/\1.13 imporwd cignrcncs from Grccccl•ldonc.~in-Pcru-Ru~sia.'i- Yugo.~Javln.

Available

IH

, Pit"Jc & Tobncco R<l_., J07B Cornell SB 1 !It bloJ;k1 from

UNM, M·F9:JO 106:00, Sai.IO 105.
1/27
FI~.M PRODUCTION WORKSHdP: A non·
u~·aJcm!c
taught by

introduction to lhc art of ·mm making
a working fUmakcr. Call Cary Dobcrmtui

al'lcrnoons before Feb.

s. 2_66-086t

.

2/J

D~SPARATELY WANTED, IN-TRODUCTION to

M{ltlcrn Circuit Analysis by t;:'afahan, Macnce,
McMaiH;m~Holt, Rinehart, WIJ'i~aOn publisher, If
intcrcMcd in loaning or selling thi~ book please
r.:otJiacl Dr. Koschmann at 277-3140 or Mabel Grey at

'
·~·'

277-4924
213
WANTED SORORITIES OR GIRLS clubs to have a
Qm.•cmwuy fashion show to earn cash for profit. Calt
29?-0f'i55 for dciails,
1/27
AC;ORA SAYS; WELCOME buck. Call us 211·3013
oc COIJIC by NW corner Mcsf! Vista Hall.
1/30
CONCEPTIONS • SOl!THWEST· A new
publicution of UNM'.~ Crcativ~ Ans is now accepting
~ulnni~~ions from sculrlturc to poetry. For more
informm ion call Leslie 299.4773 or Gayle 292-IJ23.
1 fn

NOTICE TO STUDENTS interested in entering the·
C'nllcgc or Nursing: The deadline for submission of
applh:ation is Feb. 1, 1978. Caii277-422A for further
information or appointment with coun5clor.
1/31
PERRY'S PIZZA WILL begin delivering Friday Jan.
27. Call B4J-91l0
tfn
LIVE.

ENTERTAINMENT~

EL Jay, Zu1.ax exit in

Tijcrns Canyon. Saturday nile,
l/27
LIVE LONG AND I'ROSPER--and be at Popejoy
Hall on l'cb. 6 at 8 pm,
J127
I.JVE JAZZ AT Nl~D'S through the Happy
Hmlr ••. cvcry Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
1/27
NICK, I DON'T know how anybody can find
C:imnro''i with tho~e direction~. It would hnvc been
C;l~icr if you ~nitl 1/1 block from the American Dank of
Commerce, or 2Vz blocks cast of Taco Villa, or J
bl<lds ca\t ol'the Vickers SUttlon, or down the Mrcct
l'nHn MoU!ain State-; Financial. But not you, you've
!;nt me walking the athletic field in the middle of the
ni~ht and then hnnging around the tennis courts
looking ror a big tomato in the sky. Really, Nick,
your imagimltio~ !~ t?o much. Mary.
1/30

a great

I

l

00
,_

a,

place,

to eat.

I

NEEI.) TO BORRO\\,-~jJ High Times for ~cmestcr.
Jue 256·001){)
2/ I
PASSPORT, !MIGRATION, J.D. Photos, Lowest
prlt.:cli in Iown. Fus1, pleasing. Call265~2444 or l;ome
lo 1117 Girard NE.
1/27

,2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST BACH STRAD lrombone~36B. Di:mppeared
from ll120 Music Dept, on Jan. 20, around S pm. If
you hn\lc information contact Phil, 281-3940, Reward
offen:d
1/27
REWARP $50.00 LOST: One 18 week old female
brown and tan doberman puppy (not AKC), Collar
and tags. Crooked right front leg. Named Ma(•onya.
Heartbroken owner, Stolen l/l5/7ft Call Teresa,
243-4689/211·5907
213
LOST: RJ::D WALLET, Desperately need I.D.'$1
Plense return to the lost and found tU the SUB candy
counter.
212
MITCHELL HALL 1120178, I 1:00 ncm.: Blue
notebook und ,I;n~lillh homdbook were left unc:!cr
desk. II' f~Hmd plc:asc call J<Cven8J 1.4871
1/'J I
FOUND: OI . . OVE IN Marron Hall, 1st noor lady's
room, Dcscf)bc. and clnim, room lOS Mnrron Hall.
I /3 I
FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 <liJl in•
comill£ Nl31-!cights bus~ l:1dy'~ glove, Claim Rm. 105
Marron Hnll.
tfn
FINU YOURSELF in the Peace Corp!i. Orlcgn 23~.
277·59()7,

liS

3.SERVICES
tSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES: Prepmc Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
I[o
TYPING. IS< OUAJ.ITY, 883-1781.
2/24
L & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 mocks rrom campus.'
Guitar & piano taught by experienced inmu~tors in a
c'omfonblccnvironmc•n. 247-8158.
1/27
BIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR energy cycles,
physical·emotion;ll~intl'llcctual.
Send
birthdate,
$6,CXJ. Full Year Computer Projcclion, Booklet, Dolt-Yours!!lf instructions. 210 Spruce NE,

Al_bl1querquc 87106,

2/3

INCOME TAX PREPARATION forms 1040·A $5,
1040$7.50. Lollie26l-3t49. ·.
1/31
FAST TYPING 266-3953.
2114
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Beginner.~ Welcome 266-9291.
1/31
TYPING MA ENGLISH, Campus delivery. 296·
8564.
3/20
. QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial syMcm. Technical, general, legal, medical,
schnlnotlic. Charts& tables. J4!i-2125.
4/29
BABYSITTING MY HOME NE HeighJS. $1/hr ..
,45/me;:d, minimum $25/wk, 21J6-3405
I1:. I
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-mimuc Pll';~port Photos, No uppointmcm.
26H-8515.
tfn

4.

HOUSING

BIK£•. TO CLASS. roomy 3·btlrni home. Fenced
ynrd, pel<;,$ 165. 262·17;\1, Valley Rcmals, $30 fcc.
1127
EXCEl.LUNT AREA, MINUTES m cla~o;_;, carpeted
l-hdrm. $90, utililic\ paid. 2(12·1752, Valley Rcntah,

$30 fccc

I /21
FINAI.LY HJRNISHElJ 4-RM home. l·em:cd ynr<.l,
billli paid. $135. 262-1751, Valley Rental~. $30 fcc.
1127

CLOSE TO EVERYWHERE, ~pacious 2-bdrm,

fenced yard 1 $120. 262-17$ I, Valley Rcntals 1 S30 fcc.
I /27
PI!.RS()N WANTED TO share IWO·bdrm house, SE,
$100 month plu§ 1-llilit_ics~ Call Linda 345-2530,
cven1Jlfp'i_26fi~l358.
1/31
GRAPUATg STUDENT. PROFg&SIONAL, share
bcautil'ul hou~c. Furnished 3/bdrm, 6 mo. lease,
Walk to UNM. References. 255·7084
1/31
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN1 Tired or cooking aod
cleaning? N~:cd a pln~,:c to live rpr srring term1 COfllC
to the C'ol!egc Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243~2881
1/27
COMMUTING FEMALE NEEDS ptacethrce oighiS,
$50.00. Call eullcct Fri-Sat, 983-1739
J/27
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, LUI<IIr)' home
nearUNM.$12().266-4R88
1/31
ROOMMATE NEED'fO ~hare two bedroom mobile
home. NCIIT cum pus, utilities paid, furnished, washer,
dr)lcr, ~wjmming pool.,$851!no. 242-3411
1/27

S.

FOR SA,LE

SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED to buttonhole, zig
/Qg, pny $1(1,20 nnd tnkc mlti!hinc. 26.6·5871.
J /2_7
SONY TRINITRON Pl.US color TV full guarantee,
tn~c over puymen.t.~ of9.3CUJr:f rnont h. 266.5872, t/27
TAPPAN MICROWAVrl OVEN browning clement,
n1cmory tcmperaJure probe, S yr full warranty, Toke
over payments of $8.17. 26R-4393.
1/27
PIONEER COMPLET~ SYSTEM two 6-way
l~ionecr ~penkcrs, CllSSCite and turntublc, ·a good
·barguin7.R1 per montll. 268-4394.
1/27
KIRIJY RED CLASSIC com,merdal model, 3 Tll011th<;
old, Mu<;t -~ell chcnr, 7.81 monthly, 266-5872.
I/Z7
20 l!SED I'ORTABLE TV'Sc $30c00 lo $60.00 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987
2/1
SINOEI~ FUTUR/\ ZIGZAG ,<>ewing machine. Top
of the Line. Slightly used but ~lill under warranty.
Ali!OimUk bobbin winder, has computer!7.ed buJ·
lG111101Cr and docs hundreds of faney Stitt.:hes.
Regularly $HOO, now $150 cash. 294-8755,
217
J%1 PEUGEOT 404 STATION WAGON. AC,
rudio, radial tires. Rum, needs some work. $450. 7655726
1/31.
.JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington rctums to UNM's Popejoy Hull on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30 pm. Tickets for this ASUNMPEC Prc~cn1ntion arc available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hull Box Office.~ and at al! TideunaSJ(!r
lm:mions,
2/1
1972 BTIE.TI.E, REBU IL1' engine, fast, clca11, $1650,
Dennis, 298-6861 Rm, 211.
1/30
EI.ECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good lhru
February. Delta Mark JOB $39.95; Mcgao;park 400
$ol2.'JS; Tiger SST $34,95. 268·5490. ·Electronic
Ignition Sale.~.
2117
MOPEDS FROM $399. Vespa Scooters: Ve.~pn,
P~·ugent. Hcrcule.o;, ll<tta\'ll'i Mopeds. Service & ac~
cc\~Uric~. J .J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268·3949 2/9
PRIVATE COLI.ECTION STRAIGHTGRAINED
u~cd pipe~. Can be seen at Pipe & Tobacco Road,
10711 Com ell SE, M·l·c 9:30-6:00, Sat. 10-l.
212
l1~ I·ORD TRUCK. Cull urtcr 8 pm, 8(,5-fi0$0.
1/27
r..!llST Sl· Lt. t:XCJ.!PTIONAL pnpcrbad. ~ollcction;
Sci·li, poetry, art, philil~ophy, Hc~~e. L.uwrcncc, etc.

ca...-.ctt'e llccJ.... recmd~. 268-7204

6.

2•1

EMPLOYMENT

LIVE-IN ATTENDANT NEEDED f9r quadraplegie:
1/J 1
JNSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR macrame, mOdern•
jan, hall~t. and :ft)ga. $3/llr, YWCA, 247~8841, a.~k
for Sheryl or CatlJy,
1/27

:;t udcnt, 268·1697,

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $89,95 buys
ypu l) dark walnut ~talnct\ frame, 2} safety liner, 3)
dull circuit whh J:tn/Rock band. f1pr information, . roam ctlmforJ pad, 4) any size matt res~ with J.ycar
call Phil, 28 \.~3 1J40
1/29
guarclntcc; $89.95.3407 Cen(ral NE. 255~2289. 2/23
HELP WANTED: TEACHERS at ~lllcv~)s, Foreign
PHI Al.PHA THETA (Hi~tory Honorary Sm:icty)
and Dome~licTeachers 1 Box IO(JJ Vancouver, Wasil.
will mccl on Friduy, Jan. 27 at 3!30 pm in History
98MO
2/2
1/27Department Lounge, Mc!;a Vista 1104.
PART TIME EMPI.OYMENT [or people who like
n1..'nplc. Work as lillie as 3 hrs. per week •. or more.
Call 299·1140 I
2/2
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Central SF:, (across from
UNM). ()eli very bpys waJ\ICd, Appl)' '"afternoon.
1978 El!ROPEAN CHARTERS avallablc.ITC2l5·
1/27
1111
MJil.
NREIJ HASS PLAYER interested

in Working niglll

9.

TRAVEL

T·DDAY'S- CROSSWORD· PUZZLE
ACROSS

•c 1 "There
ought to be--- !"
5 , •••

cStevenson

9 Drive back
14 Earring site
15 O.T. book
16 Blow up

43 Strict
44 U.S. play·

wright

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

dimes

live
55 Opinion
one's ego
56 Bit
17 Bucket
57 Former
18 Repulsive
58 Chinese
person
gelatin
19 Train of
-59 Trudges
followers
20 "-,------like 60 Mourning
band
arose"
61 Verne cap22 Off -track
lain
·1over
23 Terrible
24 Steel tool
DOWN
25 Peace of
1 Yodeler's
mind
range
28 Formal
2 Soil
agreement
3 Rose's boy
32 With
friend
reference to
4 "Bravo!"
33 Tapered
5 Call it a day
seams
6 Gas
34 Cheer
7 Be a loud35 Animal joint
mouth
36 Pert
8 Playwright
37 ----noire:
---Mosel
Bugbeat
9 Ensues
38 Continent:
10 Evasive one
Abbrc
11 Retired a
39 Wash lightly
debt
40 Pairs off
12 Feminine
41 Loss of
suffix
--------; Go If 13 Eye slyly
penalty
21 Careen

Monday, January 30, 1978

22 Having a

certain
flavor
24 Power
25 Did garden
work
26 Listlessness
27 Gazes
28 Sufficient
reason
29 Mountain
ridge
30 -----to: Wait
on
31 This and
this and this
33 Ballet
36 Sear
37 Munich nalive
39 Forest wardens

40 "I---- man

with seven
wives"
42 Imparted
color
43 Appeared to
be
45 Cut into
pieces
46 Thunder
noise
47 Over the
long ---48 Jason's ship
49 Staff
50 Brink
51 Garment
feature
52 Edible
rootstock
54 Cut grain

H=•

lo.IOMon<;at

127Sun

136 Montgomery Plaza 883-7290
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 min~mum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

' ;.

l~

TV-I" and that "in general this the campus have their own unique
concentration fades as one moves c parking problems. Because of this,
further from the schools."
members of the task force said they
The survey also found that the believe several different solutions
number of cars around the will be needed to ease the parking
University reached a peak between problem.
10 a.m. and noon on weekdays.
Some of these include issuing
The overall numbers of cars, it parking stickers to residents in the
showed, declined on the weekends.
area south of Central, limiting
Another conclusion of the survey parking to only one side of the
was,thar each of the areas around street in these residential areas and

DAILY

Free 35° drink
with this coupon
and purchase of
any sub

r.'

said Richard Dineen, parking task
force chairman. "We wanted to get
a better picture of what the
situation was.''
The month-long survey, conducted by the Albuquerque Urban
Observatory did, in fact, document
the obvious.
It showed that the "highest
concentration of parking ... occurs
in those areas nearest ro UNM and

New-Mexico

49 Most lucid
53 Big·
54 Make defec-

I 121

Enclosed $ · - - - - Placed by - - - - - - Telephon.c.__ _ _ __

~ Ml.:i.,.'1.'-~

OOl.ILECTIOl'B'y REBEKAH SZYMANSKI
c
LOBO Managing Editor
After more than a year of investigating the parking problem
around UNM and TV-I, the
University Area Parking Task
Force has received a survey ·to
"document the obvious."
"We bought the csurvey to
document the idea that UNM and
TV-I cause the parking problem,"

45 Stiff bristle
46 Nickels and

PART~TIME JOB GRADUATE ~tudcnto;; only,
Afternuon.-. and evenings. Mu~1 be able to wmk
Fridav and Saturday nighto;. Must be 21 )'cnr'i old.
ApplY In pcro:.on, no phone calls plett'ic. Sa,·c-Way
Liquor Store~ at.S704 Lomas NE, 551Cl Menaul NE

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): l. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

SPECfiiL
COLl..ECTrO ·

JOI3S! JOBS! JOBS! l.owcr fees, No money down •
Speci:tl puy plan. (.'urcermakers Employment
t\gCIICY. 205 V! Wellesley SE. 265-!i72S
!/30

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Pot, Therapy Don't Mix
By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
A 26-year-old UNM student told
a Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing in Santa Fe that chemical
defoliants used on Mexican
marijuana distributed in the U.S.
could cause him to have a heart
attack.
Lynn Pierson, a cancer patient,
said he smokes marijuana to help .
ease the pain of chemotherapy
treatments.
He said he was told by doctors
that the defoliants used on the
marijuana could react with the drug
used in chemotherapy and cause
him to have a heart attack, he said.
Pierson said that he must smoke
marijuana from Colombia or
Hawaii, which is not treated with
the defoliants and costs up to four
or five times as much as marijuana
from Mexico.
The committee Friday heard
members of the legal and medical
professions and members of the
clergy .explain why Pierson should
be allowed to obtain marijuana
legally.
AI the end of the hearing, the
committee voted to hear more
evidence today before trying to
draft a law which would allow not
only Pierson but other cancer
patients who are undergoing
chemotherapy treatments to get
legal marijuana.
Some of the questions the
committee had about the proposed
law that would alow patients to
receive legal pot included which
state agency would handle the
distribution and who would get the
legal pot. The state attorney
general's office posed a question of
legality in making such a law.
The evidence to be heard by the
committee today would cen·
teraround the Hawaii Model. The
Hawaii Model is a hill in Hawaii
that would allow canc~r patients to
obtain marijuana under a doctor's
supervision.
Pierson, in his testimony before
the committee,told the committee
of t\VO chemical defoliants that the
U.S. government has been spraying
on marijuana fields in Mexico. The
chemicals, paraquat and agent
orange, could not be on the
marijuana that he gets because they
could react witht drugs from the
chemotherapy treatments and
produce a heart attack.
One suggestion was proposed by
Vernon Jones, former UNM
professor of pharmacology and
now a lawyer, was the possibility of
reclassifying mariJUana as a
prescription drug. This idea was
dismissed by the committee.
A ftcr the hearing, Pierson said he
felt good about the hearing because
the committee members seem as
though they want to help but can't
decide how to approach the
problem. Wednesday is the last day
and new legislation cart be introduced in both the house and
senate during this session.

Pierson said the reason he needs
the marijuana is because the drugs
which are injected in him during
chemotherapy treatments cause

nausea and vomiting. "The drugs
doctors gave me to combat the n
ausea and vomiting didn't help,"
he said. Pierson said the marijuana

high he gets from smoking it after
chemotherapy is completely different from the high that comes
with
smoking
the
pot
(cont. on page
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paving the free parking lot and
charging students to park there.
John Carney, civil engineering
professor and one of the University's representatives on the task
force, said he expects recommendations will be made to UNM
President William Davis and the
UNM Board of Regents to abolish
free parking on the North campus,
"The only way to improve the
(North Camptis) parking lot 'o that
more s~udents will park there is
with money - and we'll need to
charge students to gel that money."
Dineen, task force chairman,
said the group will meet within the
next two weeks to decide what their
actual recommendations to the city
council will be.
These suggestions, however,
might not be exactly what the
students have in mind.
Dineen said, "This university has
had a honeymoon and that
honeymoon is quickly coming to an
end- in terms of parking.''
He said the majority of other
students enrolled at other
universities around the country
have to walk farther and pay more
than students at UNM.

Before House Committee

College Bill Faces First Obstacle
The proposal for a Bernalillo County community college faces its
first do or die test in a House Education Committee decision
scheduled for today.
Three bills proposing the college have been introduced. One is the
governor's proposal asking for an independent community college to
be accomplished by expansion of T-VI and the purchase of the
University of Albuquerque as its new site.
' Two additional college plans have been proposed by Rep. William
O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana, a retired vice president of New Mexico State
University.
One of his proposa)sc would allow the B<:>ard 'lf Reg~nts to operate a
branch campus at the sne of what is now U of A after U of A has been
purchased by the state.
The second is a proposal for the University to operate a second
campus where U of A is now. It would be called the "West Campus."
Lenton Malry, chairman of the Education Committee said he felt
the choice would be between a branch campus and an independent

college. He added that the discussion on the second campus idea has
led to feelings that it is an unviable solution.
The committee is to meet at 8:30a.m. today for the vote.
Friday, a hostile Senate Finance Committee reviewed a proposal
backed by Albuquerque Mayor David Rusk to allow a referendum for
the approval of a two-cent tax on gasoline. The tax would be earmarked for the operation of the bus system and for road maintenance.
The committee, for lhe most part, doubted that the public would
utilize the transit system even with the extra expenditure.
"I'd have no problem at all spending $6 million to $7 million of the
ta;o;paycrs' money if I thought it would put people on the bus," Sen.
John Irick, R-Bern said. "But I don't know how to get them on the
buses and I don't think anyone else does."
In the House Education Committee, a bill to provide $1 million in
matching funds to state agencies to hire veterans received a do-pass
recommendation. The bill must be approved by the entire legislature
before it becomes law,

Orange Vests Adorn Cops' Chests

t

1.d~O

p.'loto by W. T. h'unt

Albuquerque police department officer Bob Coplin directs
traffic before a Lobo game. Conditions can become hazar·
dous at the intersection of Stadium and University where
Coplin works.

month. Wysemski said he and
By PATTI WATSON
another officer were stationed at
LOBO Staff Writer
Motorists on their way to the intersection of Stadium St. and
Thursday night's UNM Lobo-BYU Interstate 25 when a car came
Cougar basketball game had speeding tvward them at about 60
mile> per hour. Both men barely
;,omething new to look at policemen in bright orange vests. In managed to dive out of the way.
respon;,e to a recent letter in an Wycscm<,ki said the motorist wa;
Albuquerque newspaper suggesting apprehended that night and has
flourescent clothing for traffic recentlv been ,·onvictcd of driving
.:ontrol officers, Lou Powell, while inttnkated, wrcckbs driving
division commander of the and driving 1\ithout a licen\c.
Wysem,ki's ca'e may ~eem a
Albuquerque Police Department,
little
unusual, but it h.1ppens all the
bought fifty vests to try out.
Albuquerque police officers are time. One veteran traffi<: control
;,tationed at all major intcr>ections officer. 1\hcn asked how many
and parking lots near the basketball times he had come dose to being
stadium during games. They arc run down, said "Oh, about 20 or
responsibiP for directing traffic and 30. You lose count."
Even though the officers agreed
pedestrians. The job becomes tough
the
job was dangerous, opinions
when oncoming cars get too close
were
mixed on whether the vests
for-comfort. The APD is hoping
the vests will eliminate the problem would really help. Eight officers
by making officers more visible at felt the vests were useful.
Patrolman Jerry Cline said he could
night.
·sec
a big improvement already "I
Lieutenant R. Rivera, who has
worked at Lobo games for 14 years just hope they don't mistake us for
and is in charge of traffic control parking lot attendants," he said.
Four men on duty did not think
this season, said he feels the color
of police uniforms is the main the vests would c,<) much good.
problem. He said people fail to see Patrolmen Paul Smous, Luis
policemen because their uniforms Armijo, Ron Metzger and Jay
arc dark. Rivera said that if the Lerch said they believe the problem
vests did improve working con- is not that people do not see them,
ditions, more would probably be they just don't watch where they
arc going. Metzgar said that people
purchased.
All officers agreed that traffic arc in too much of a hurry to park,
control is dangerous. or 12 on duty and Smou.\ concluded "It would be
at the game, ll reported nearly nice if the vests worked ..- but I
being hit at least once this season. doubt it."
Besides dodging speeding cars,
The patrolman who reported
traffic
c(mtrol officers deal with
feeling safe so far was working his
rude
ram.
At one intersection
fiN game.
The clme;,t call came for comments such a;" H0w about this
l"'>nt on page 31
Patrolman Alcn Wy~emski thb

